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The school continues its success aca-

demically this year as Mr. Morris mentions in
his foreword to this edition of The Squirrel. It
is great to be able to focus upon these achieve-
ments, but we must never underestimate the

community spirit of the school and its myriad
activities that form the foundation for this aca-

demic excellence. It is the purpose of this
school magazine to provide a window upon
the school community and its activities.
There are the school exchanges, trips, cruises,
sporting achievements and so many more that
provide our pupils with so many chances to
broaden their perspectives and their range of
experience which we only go part of the way
towards covering in this issue.

To this end The Squirrel has under-
gone a 'rebirth'. We return to a professionally
printed format in which we hope to capture
the spirit of the school and its traditions.
There has been a school magazine since the
start of the century which provides a window
upon the past (see first feature) and this mag-
azine will hopefully continue the tradition,
providing memories for the pupils of today
and serving the pupils of the future with a
sense of the ideals and outlook of the school
and its ethos.

Thanks are due to those who contrib-

uted to this edition of The Squirrel and I hope
that you find it both entertaining and informa-
tive.
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Headmaster's ForeW"ord.
Taken from the headmaster's address given on Speech Day, October, 1997.

It gives me great pleasure, as headmaster, to report at the start of this
school magazine the exceptional results which were achieved by BRGS

pupils in the 1997 examinations. A 96% pass rate at GCSE grades C and
above (with nearly 40% passes at grade A) were improvements that we had
hardly dare expect after the previous year's outstanding results. The A-level

passes were the best ever with a 12% increase in A and B grades. The
national newspapers, which did decide to print our results, put us in the top
200 schools in the UK. Congratulations to everybody.

Last May the democratic dice rolled and we have a new govern-
ment. Zero tolerance of underperformance, reduced class sizes, welfare to

work, new partnerships, regionalisation and the development of lifelong
learning are becoming the watchwords of the moment. After the Queen's
speech a technical paper was produced for discussion in which it was
explained how grant maintained schools will be abolished and replaced by
foundation schools. Also included were details of how the governors are to

be appointed and how admissions should be controlled. I am sure that we
will be interested to see the developments as we seek to maintain the char-
acter and ethos of BRGS.

What have we achieved in terms of extra-curricular activities?

BRGS continues to get outstanding results in many areas. The PE
department has repeatedly achieved such results, both locally and na-
tionally - a truly impressive performance. I am glad that we offer so
much enrichment through sport, music, earth action group, activi-
ty weekends, ice-skating trips, orienteering club, ski team, trips,
to France, Germany, America, Spain, Christian Unions, Duke of ,
Edinburgh Award Scheme, year 7 quiz teams, drama club,

chess club, table tennis club and all the various rehearsing,
and performing music groups. Activities which run into
many thousands of hours per year!

As we approach 1st January, 2000, with all its
uncertainties, can we be sure that planes will not fall out of '

the sky, that lifts will not jam, that pacemakers will not cease'
to function? ... NO!! But we can be certain that our young peo-
ple will be the future of this country. I am extremely proud of our

students and count it a privilege to be Headmaster of BRGS.

MRM.

Martyn Morris
(Headmaster)
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A look back at the

school magazine of
Bacup and Rawtenstall
Grammar School.

A school magazine has been
produced ever since the school first
began. However, the magazine has
not always looked the same as it does
today. Back at the start of this centu-
ry when BRGS was still a secondary
school, the school magazine was
called The Daphnephora. Quite
why, I am not sure (suggestions are
welcome). However, a brief bit of re-
search has unearthed one possible
suggestion. Daphne was, according to
the Greek myth, turned into a laurel
(hence therefore the cover design). As
a result of this, Apollo decided to
make the laurel a symbol of honour
and victory. Phora is a Greek suffix
that it added to a word meaning to
bear. The suggestion is perhaps that
the school magazine represents the
school's honour and victory whilst at
the same time the name lends an air of

academia to the school by harking
back to Greek Classicism.

Life At BRGS in 1918:

The priorities of the school in
1918 were to deal with the very real
aftermath of the First World War. The

article opposite i11ustrates this fact
very clearly.

rrlie 'Daplinepfwra

Above-right:TheDaphnephora- the
school's first magazine.
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Right: Typicalschoolnewsfrom the

!..~), .. Daphnephora:March1918
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On January 26th, the schoo[began its weel(fy

correction for the purpose of buying eggs for the

wounded so[tfiersat 'Iimberhurst Jlospita[, f}3ury,and
in the first wee/( of J'ebruary this year, we had the

satisfaction of /(nowing that in the intervening
period we had gathered together the sum of £20

Os.ot!. We have received fetters of thanl0 from the

Matron, and from Mr '](j.[fy, informing us how

highfy the eggs are appreciated, and inviting the
chi[tfren to pay another visit to the Iiospitaf.
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The Mid-
War Years

In the mid-war years,
the school magazine changed
again; it was now called The
Journal. It had become larger
and not least amongst its
changes is this rather daunting,
gothic cover (right). We may
speculate that this could be the
result of the dark spectre of
National Socialism that was

taking hold in central Europe
and was to lead to the outbreak

of the SecondWorId War, or

we may rather more usefully
allow the designer of the cover
to explain what it all means!

I havebeenaskedbythe editor
to explainthesymbolismof the
cover design- if any! "A de-
sign," said he "to eternally
enshrine the treasures of
thought that must and will
emanatefrom the combined
intelligencesofthis institution;a
designworthyto bethe perpet-
ual aegisof Iilting poetry and
limpidprose."

You will see upon in-
spectionthat the Owl,emblem-
atic of Wisdom, holds in its
talons a disc containing the
monogramlettersof the school
itself, which it shields in a
guardingand protectiveman-
ner,whileinthebackgroundthe
rayedsun illuminatesthe sur-
roundingdarkness,symbolising
the triumph of knowledgeover
ignorance.

Certainly a very well meaning
thought, but it prompts the
question: why is the present day
magazine called The Squirrel?
Presumably it symbolises our
ability to collect nuts and hide
them under trees!

DECEMBER 1926.

NO. 1.

Above: The cover of the reincarnated

school magazine: The Journal, 1926

The Journa{
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'TheSquirre[ ...

... as we know it.

1953 saw the introduction of The

Squirrel, the magazine we have today. As
you can see our squirrel looked very friendly,
yet also rather studious (right). Like The
Journal in 1926 the magazine was being rein-
troduced after a three years' absence. The edi-
tor states that the old School Journal had "died

from a species of anaemia: it lacked a vitali-
ty of support and vitality within itself." The
new magazine broke with some of the tradi-
tions of the past by including adverts ("to
stimulate interest"), pupils' work and ... photo-
graphs! The school gym is still recognisable
although it has recently been fully double-
glazed (middle-right), whereas the Domestic
Science room has changed considerably both
in appearance, in name (Food Technology)
and in the dress of the pupils within it.

In its own way this magazine realises
an aim of this first edition of The Squirrel as
the editor forty-five years earlier explains
(below-right).

Above: The 'new' Squirrel
which appeared in July,
1953.

Middle: The school gym, 1953.

Below: The 'Domestic Science'
room.

THE

SQUIRREL

MAGAZINE OF THE B. R. G. S.

Vol. 1. No. 1. July 1953.

"A school magazine possesses not
only a topical interest but a per-
manent value, serving as it does
to bring back in years to come
memories (often considerably sof-
tened by time!) of a period in our
lives which, if not the happiest, is
certainly quite unlike any other."

(Editor of The Squirrel speaking
in the introduction to the July,
1953 edition).



The Sg ulrrel Toda~
So, here we are today, and The Squirrel is still with us. Much has

changed since those early editions - today's edition is published using the lat-
est technology. Everything is written and scanned into an Apple Macintosh
computer and sent directly to the printers - no need for type-setting. In the
foreseeable future The Squirrel may be published on the World Wide Web -
the school is already about to have its own web site (see later article).

However, as Mrs. Holt will readily tell you, 'the only way we can see
into the future is to understand the past', so in future editions of The Squirrel
we hope to take you back to some more early editions of the school maga-
zine of BRGS in its various manifestations and republish material from
within. There is a wealth of articles, adverts and pupils' work. What about
the advert for that well-known financial establishment Burnley Building
Society, or the advert for the brand-new, all mod-cons Skoda that lists as one
of its special features that luxury otherwise known as a heated rear-wind-
screen? (No, we won't repeat the joke about it being there to warm the hands
of the people pushing it - besides, as Mr. Brackstone will tell you, that's the
function of the Robin Reliant's heated rear-window).

So to whet your appetite, here's a beauty from 1973's May edition of
the magazine. Featured are three of the actors from the production of Gilbert
and Sullivan's Mikado. In the centre is Julie Wilkinson, on the right is
A. Eames. The review says that "the production was excellent in every
aspect [and] large and appreciative audiences braved the heavy snow and
notoriously hard seats to see it" But who is that character on the left who
"came up to all our expectations as Nanki-Poo"? Answers on a postcard to
the editor, please!!

Mr. A. G. Fuller, Julie Wilkinson, A. Eames.
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TES Autobiographical Competition.

Some pupils entered short pieces of biographical writing for a competition run by
the Times Educational Supplement this year. Samantha Wa1chwas short-listed as a finalist
and went to a presentation in London where she received her prize of £100. You can read
her entry here for the first time in The Squirrel.

Eyes around the room seemed focused on us. Anne, my best-friend, turned to me, her
tear-stained face a picture of unutterable pain. "What's happened?" I asked. Instead of answer-
ing, she turned and fled. I went to follow, but a restraining hand was placed on my arm. "Sam,
leave it." I was comforted by the fact the hand belonged to my boyfriend, John. We'd been
together for nearly a month; before we'd been best-friends. He was the only boy I had ever
trusted. I turned to face him: "What's up with Anne?" The look on his face answered my
question, yet I was unable to believe it of them. I reached out to touch him, for him to hold and
comfort me. He flinched at my touch and I knew.

"She's, erm ... Sam, we erm ... should talk." I felt tears spring to my eyes. Afraid to let
him see my pain, I forced them back.

"You didn't?" my voice strained, he looked away. "Why's Anne crying, Rick?" I
asked, wondering if he had the guts to tell me. He opened his mouth to respond, but closed it.
Anne's boyfriend, James, stopped behind me. I felt his strength seeping into me, reanimating
my limbs, breathing life into my suddenly aching body. I turned, he too had a cold, bleak look.

"Sam, calm down." John's words infuriated me. Calm down? How could I calm down

when the two people I most care for had betrayed me?
"Why is Anne crying, John?" I pronounced each word separately, the venom in my

voice drawing attention. The commotion distracted chattering tongues, as all turned to watch
the scene unfold. The realisation that everyone was watching me dawned. I wanted to cry, but
I couldn't with everyone watching.

"John Armstrong, I hate you!" Friends clapped to further his humiliation. "Both of
you, but especially you. I expect this from her, but I trusted you!"

Anne was huddled pathetically when I found her, knees tucked-up. Ignorant girls were
crowding her. Obviously unknowing for if they had, she would have been alone as I felt.

"You bitch," I spat, revealing more anger than I should. She cowered, her expression
that of a whimpering dog, knowing it had wronged, but afraid of the consequences. I raised my
foot until it was level with her head. Temptation overwhelmed me. Knowing the trouble I'd
get in, and understanding she was not worth it, I pulled my foot back, enjoying the power her
fear had given me. Then lowered it. Taking this as a sign that forgiveness was possible, she
smiled.

"Please, Sam - I'm sorry. Can we be ...?" Her voice trailed off as she saw the sneer
growing wickedly across my face. Anticipation filled the air with an electrical charge as people
waited for my response.

"You're a bitch and I hate you. If you died tomorrow I don't think I'd care." My state-
ment was cold, carefully measured. Emotionless. It sounded distant, not like mine. Her face
broke as her false hope was stolen. I smiled, happy in the knowledge that my words had hurt
her more deeply than any kick could have done.

She tried everything for a while to fix things. She rang me, she pleaded, she fled
lessons in tears. We speak occasionally. I hate her, yet we talk.

We're playing a game. Trying to hurt one another at every opportunity. Enjoying it, I
carry on. Full of pride she responds. The game continues. All who cross our path become

~.
~!-~ entrapped; like pawns we ~allously tos~ them aside. They're unimportant. Only the game mat-

i,-';J . rs. .The game and knowIng I can punIsh her..--,
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'Behind' the
Scenes at

BRGS

Throughout this issue of The Squirrel we
shall be talking to the people you see everyday
whose presence we can all sometimes take for
granted. They are the people behind the lessons,
the people who are the cogs and springs that
allow the machine to operate.

Mrs. Taggart. the
Finance Office.

Mr. Sautejeau in the Finance Office:

What exactly do
you do?

I have do deal
with all sorts in

the day-to-day
running of the
school's finances:
sort out all the

salaries, deal with
auditors, collect

money, deal with
incoming and out-. . .
gOIng InVOICeS,
dole out computer

keys, arrange for padlocks to be cut off lockers, run pensions, deal with all the non-teaching
staff (cleaners, caretakers etc.)

One thing that many people don't realise is that we are here all the way through the sum-
mer holidays and other breaks which is a busy time because that is when we have builders in.

What's the most boring part of your job? premises is also my responsibility: dealing with
Posting out invoices! surveyors and architects.

What's the most odd thing you have had to The worst parts of the job?
do recently? I hate interruptions; they're part of the

Well, that would be beating the sixth job, but it makes things so much more difficult.
form at badminton! Giving reports to the governors isn't something
What one thing would make your job easi- I enjoy doing either!
er? What sort of hours does the job involve?

Not being interrupted so much. Well, I'm here early, around 8.00 and
tend to finish at about 7.00 in the evening,
sometimes later.

What do you enjoy most about the job?
I like the social aspects: getting

involved with sports, fun runs and so on.

What do you have to do?
I essentially run the school's budget,

tell people what they can spend and make sure
that they don't spend more than they should. I
am in charge of the non-teaching staff and
maintain communication with the caretaking
staff through the use of the school's two-way
transmitters.

The general maintenance of the

'Behind' the
Scenesat

BRGS ~~
~9
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For the last four years,

the German Department of

BRGS has organised an

exchange with a grammar

school in Heidelburg, the Oietrich Bonhoeffer Gymnasium. This school runs many

exchanges with Russia, the USA and France and is very experienced in this type of

organisation. Therefore it gives us a unique opportunity of not only seeing one of

the finer parts of Germany, but also enjoying the pleasures and long-term advan-

tages that school exchanges can bring to students involved in GCSE or A-level
studies.

What the Exchange Is:

A group of about 22 students travel out from England by plane, accompanied for the duration
of their stay by BRGS staff. They stay for ten days with German families and gain an insider's view
of how our European neighbours live. There can be no better way of using and learning German than
in a real life situation. The German group then return at a later date to stay with Rossendale families
and enjoy typical English hospitality.

What Is Expected From Pupils and Parents:
It is expected that the pupils

involved are committed to

using and speaking German in
a family situation. The type of
pupils who will benefit most
will be flexible, sociable and

adventurous enough to be able
to fit into family life and school
in a foreign country. On the
return visit it will be expected
that the parents and pupils will
reciprocate the hospitality they
have received in Germany and
make the German pupils' stay
as pleasant and as beneficial as
possible.
What Happens In Germany:

~ 10



Usually two days are spent actually inside our partner school, following a normal German
year nine timetable. This is always very interesting as there are many differences between how the
German school looks, how the school day is organised, how the German pupils dress and even how
the teachers teach.

However, not all the time is spent in school. The exchange group is taken on a number of
excursions to a variety of in-
teresting places. It is expect-
ed, of course, that in return
we will show the German

group around our school and
take them on "anumber of ex-
cursions around the North-

West of England.

How to Get On the Ex-
chan~e:

The exchange is
launched in September,
which allows sufficient time

to organise the travel ar-
rangements and, of course,.
to match those interested with a suitable exchange partner. Normally each class eligible will be
given a short talk by Mr. Parkinson and then letters, information and application forms will be
handed out to all those wishing to participate.

DAP
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'B:ehind' the
Scenes at

BRGS

Mrs. G. Coniff in Reprographics.

You pass Mrs. Cuniffs room all the time,
either going to the toilets, the lockers, or as an alter-
native route to the bottom corridor in order to avoid

bumping into the teacher whose homework you for-
got to bring, but do you really know what goes on in
there?

so, what does your job involve?
The job starts early at 8.30 so that I can deal

with the 'morning rush'. This is the normal rush of
handouts that need to be photocopied for lessons
that day. I copy all the letters that go out to the
pupils, make copies of reports, revision notes -
whatever is needed.

You must get through a fair amount of paper?
Yes, we certainly do. I would say that we get

through about 8,000 sheets of paper per day in this
office alone - that doesn't account for the paper used
in printers, or the paper used by pupils in lessons,
etcetera.

What else do you do apart from all the copying?
There are many different things that happen

from here. Any programmes on the television that
teachers require are video-ed, labelled and stored.
Copies are made of mini-camera tapes onto standard

size - and I deal with the cameras, of course.

Then there is the production work that's done on the Apple Mac DTP system to produce
original work such as disco tickets, invitations and so on. Every so often you get an emergency
when something has to be copied immediately before a lesson...
Erm, yes...
... and generally taking care of various items of the school's electronic equipment.

What is the odd est thing you have had to do?
Well, I have had to reach for a mop and bucket for people on the odd occasion.

What is the part of your job you find most boring?
Well, there is one thing that is interminably boring - photocopying from books; doing one

page, lifting the cover, turning the next page, closing the cover ... it is so time consuming.
What do you like and dislike most about the job?

The variety: you never know what is going to
come for you to do each day. The worst thing is when
you can't get on with the job you're on without being
interrupted for another, so I also suppose I like the
times when I am able to work on my own.

IBehind' the
Scenes at

BRG:S

~ 12



Thinking of Taking a Year Out?

Manystudentsthinkof goingstraightfrom sixthform
to university;however,if plannedcorrectlytherecan
bemanyadvantagesin takinga yearout or gapyear.
A year out, or a gap year,can

haveseveraladvantages. It can enable
you to gainexperiencein a workingenvi-
ronment,broadenyour perspectivesand
providean invaluableaddi-
tion to your CV for eithera
universityor job application.
Ideally such a gap year
should be planned in
advanceif it is to provide
youwiththegreatestbenefit.
The chanceto plan is not
alwayspossible- somestu-
dents may not havegained
the university offer they
wouldhavepreferredor feel
that their resultsare better
than expectedand would like to re-apply
thefollowingyear- eitherway,a gapyear
seemsthe most profitableway to spend
the interveningperiod.

Opportunitiesfor gap yearsare
manyandvariedand reallydependupon
howadventurousyou wishto be. Oneof
the most popular destinationsfor gap
yearsis America. Thetwo most popular
ways of doing this is to apply to either
CampAmericaor BUNAC.Theseschemes
take you to summercamps in America
whereyouworkwith childrendoingmany
differentactivitiesdependingupon your
skills. Theydo pay,so manypeopleuse
the moneyto travelaroundAmericaonce
the camp has finished. Theseschemes
are competitivethough, so take note of
Daniel'sadvice.

However,this is only the tip of
the iceberg;there are many,many more
opportunitiesthanthis. WithanA-levelin
Englishyou can go on to teach English
abroad (TEFL- TeachingEnglishas a
ForeignLanguage)from Spainto Hungary,
Moldovato Japan. Many charities run
'work abroad'schemes.Oneof the most
respectedand well-establishedis Q/SP
(Quaker International Social Projects).
The projectsthat QISPoffers are many
andvariedandcantakeyou anywherein
the world: archaeologicaldigs, environ-
mental renovation,urban housing pro-
jects,helpwith handicappedfrom Mexico
to Morocco,SouthAfricato Japan.

Daniel Crowley talks
aboot his experience
of applying for Camp
America, his hopes
and expectations.

I fIrst heard about the Camp
America scheme through my
mother when I was quite
young and have always felt
that a counselling role would
suit me. The role I have been

offered is to look after around ten children

whose age is yet to be conf1filled,but are expected to be
around ten or twelve years old. I will stay in a cabin
with them, get them up and take them on all their activ-

ities throughout the day and am basically}/ather figure
and a big b ther as well.

Aft being at the camp fY aro d nine weeks I
am going t leave the camp, which s in the state of
Michigan a travel around North-E st America visit-
ing places suc hica, . , New York and
Washington D.C. I sha avel for out a month with
the friends I have made at the camp.

There are several different ways to get on this
scheme, but the most successful way is to go to an inter-
view which takes place in somebody's house - and don't
worry, they make you feel comfortable and relaxed.
Once you have done this and decided what job you
want to do, then there are loads of forms to fill out such
as medical forms and you must also get an internation-
al working visa. The interviewer then sends a report of
you, your skills, hobbies and interests to America where
it is sent around thousands of camps until one of them
decides that you are right for their camp. I can't wait to
get out there and have responsibility for the kids in my
charge and then travel around America.

13 ~



Otherschemescanprovidethe
opportunityto earn quite a reasonable
salary. One such schemeis the JET
schemewhichsendspeopleto Japanto
teach English,or simply be an English
speakerfor studentsto talkto.

If the ideaof a gapyear inter-
estsyou thentherearemanyareasyou
can get advice. Obviouslyyour career
advisoror careerscentrewill help,but
there are also many differentpublica-
tions, one of the most useful simply
entitledGapYear.Attheendof this arti-
cleyouwill find someusefuladdresses.

Useful Addresses and Publications:

QISP,
Committes of Quaker Social Responsibility & Education,
Friends House,
1173 - 177, Euston Road,
London.
NWl 2BJ
Tel.: 0171 663 1042/3

The Gap Year Guidebook & The Internet Guide Book (each £8.95)
Peridot Press Ltd.

2, Blenheim Crescent,
London,
WlI INN

(01712217404)

Go For It! (£8.99)
Lennard Associates Ltd.
Windmill Cottage,
Mackerye End,
Harpenden,
Herts.
AL55DR
(015582715866)

Opportunities in the Gap Year & The 6th Formers'
Visiting Universities (each £3.95)
ISCO,
12a, Princess Way,
Camberley.
GUUl5 3SP
(0127621188)

Guide to

Publications from Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Ex-
changes
Working Holidays. A Year Between, Volunteer Work, Teach Abroad,
Home From Home, Study Holidays, Workplace (each approx. £8.99)
(01713894880)

Vacation Work Publications
9, Park End Street,
Oxford.
OXl lHJ
(01865241 978)
Summer Jobs '98, Adventure Holidays, WorkAround the World, Teach-
ing English Abroad, Au Pair's Guide and more, each approx. £8.99.

~ 14
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Taking A Year Off (£8.99)
Students' Money Matters (£7.25)
Trotman,
12, HilI Rise,
Richmond,
Surrey.
TWIO 6UA
(0181 9405668)

also try The British Council

or, visit the many websites:
www.instudy.com
www.argonet.co.uk/oundlesch/gap

ISIC Card.

The International Student

Identity Card is an invaluable item.
It entitles you to 30% off interna-
tional airfares and provides access
to over 15,000 discounts in 90
countries world wide. Make sure

you get hold of one - contact 01457
890900.



Some holidays are
never to be repeated, no
matter how much you may
want to try. This is the story
of BRGS's cruise around the
Meditterranean which

achieved quite some notorie-
ty and has since featured in
the Manchester Evening
News and on BBC's Watch-

dog. Mr. Hunt writes about
the cruise that went down like
the Titanic...

~r Elliot Crosby-McCullough samples some the food ("Is it hamster?")
whilst David Robinson watches in disgust.

Day 1: (Friday, 3rd April, 1998. 4.00am.)

All the students, Mr. Grehan, Miss Barker, Dr. McGrogan, Mrs. Robinson and myself (Mr. Hunt) left
a cold, wet Rawtenstall to head for Manchester Airport. It was all going smoothly, and no sooner had I said
that than Alex Hillel started losing things after customs. All was resolved though.

After an uneventful flight we arrived in a sunny Athens. Excitement filtered through the aeroplane. It
was when we were asked to collect our luggage that Mr. Grehan's suspicions were aroused: why should we be
asked to collect our luggage (which should have gone straight to the ship) unless the ship wasn't ready?

After two hours on Athens beach and the invasion of a department store's toilets so that twenty-three
people could visit a toilet, we were finally placed in a hotel! The only good feature of the hotel was that it was
beside the sea. As for the rest of the hotel, it left little to be desired: it was cold, damp and decidedly unfriend-
ly - Fawlty Towers, Greek style!

The day was ended with a meal that left a lot to be desired. The debate for the next few days was
whether we had eaten dog or not.

Day 2:
At least the sun was shining and the breakfast was ... cardboard! A day trip around Corinth to look

forward to. The Corinth Canal was 'interesting' and the beehive tomb was 'fun'. The meal at lunchtime was
unusual - perhaps it was hamster this time?

Tired, but excited, we finally arrived at the ship. Things could only get better. How wrong can a per-
son be?! The S.S. Topaz was more like a building site than a luxury liner. Having found our cabins and sur-
veyed the wires, holes in the walls, unfinished corridors, dirt and the general impression that this was a bad
joke, I began to investigate. My first encounter was with four of the girls from our party outside their room.
"Why aren't you inside your cabin?" I asked innocently.
"It's full of workmen," came the reply. I entered to be met with two workmen preparing to begin their day's
task by putting on their overalls. Leaving the Full Monty in full flow and surveying the scene I went to inves-

15
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tigate the other cabins.
Armed with a list of twenty complaints I began the long trek to reception. Little was I to know that

this was to be my second home for the following 48 hours! Carry On Cruising it was not. Eventually at
II.OOpm, everyone settled down for the night. Tomorrow would be easier ... surely?

Day 3:
After an unusual breakfast (or should I now be saying the usual breakfast) - cold cooked food and

unusual bread - I began the task of trying to reduce my list of complaints. Unfortunately, each time I achieved
one success I met with three other disasters. By lunchtime my list of complaints had grown to forty and was
continuing to rise.

During the lunch Mr. Grehan found a piece of plastic in his chicken, only to be topped in the evening
by a tooth in his potato! ... But at least it was sunny!

By the evening we had made some progress on the rooms. The students were now mostly reasonably
accommodated, but Mr. Grehan and Miss Barker were forced to move out of their cabins and had now been

accommodated in other cabins. Still - things can only get better.

Day 4:
Israel. Immigration had been completed the day before, but the ship seemed to be making little speed towards
its destination. When we finally arrived - seven hours late - our visit to Jerusalem and Bethlehem was curtailed
to a whistle-stop tour! "Come and see Jerusalem in one hour!" It was a disaster.

. Yet, when we returned to the ship a miracle had
taken place. The wires were no longer hanging dan-
gerously, carpets had been fitted, plumbing had been

-- sortedout, lifejackets found and some rooms even
had keys now! Was it the same ship we had left three
hours previously?

The answer to that question was soon confirmed
when we went to the dining room and tasted the food.
Nothing had changed here!!! At least the cinema was
working at last.

11 11 11 U 11
,....--..

~- ....----..~!
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DayS:
Today was good: a trip to Masada and then on to

the Dead Sea. The sight of this fortress built in the
middle of a rocky desert is a vision to behold. On the
way we encountered Bedouin tribesmen out with
their sheep and goats. It was as if the Bible had come
alive.

The sun was out and the top of Masada was very
hot. Our guide retold the story of heroism and then
showed us around the site. We went down into one of

the large cisterns (four in total) and marvelled at the
encounter. It would have swallowed the school in one

easy gulp and still have had room for more!
The Dead Sea was fun! Even Mr. Grehan and Miss

Barker got in. Swimming was impossible, but float-
ing was easy. Elliot tried to collect the mud from the
Dead Sea and put it into a Coke bottle - anything to

save a few pence.

Reluctantly we returned to the ship, but not
before we had visited the Hard Rock Cafe and the
forty foot high marble statue of Elvis Presley. This
was an experience no-one would forget - an
American diner in the middle of nowhere! Plus

Elvis statues everywhere!

"Carpets? Amazing!" Mr. Grehan samples the carpets that have
turned up at last.

~
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Sampling the delights of
life on deck: Gareth

Bunting, Eric Greenwood
and Peter Wills.

Day 6:
A Trip to Cyprus.

By now, any
chance to get off the
ship was a welcome
break. Cyprus was
fun: the castle was

interesting and the
Roman villa fascinat-

ing, but, best of all
was the shopping!

Everyone had a great time and spent up! Some ofthe students took the chance to get real food - MacDonald's
did a roaring trade!

Back to the boat for lunch and on to Rhodes. We were now on the final leg of our trip. I had picked
up the return flight tickets and home was only two days away. Mr. Grehan and I even went swimming - cold,
but fun.

Day 7:
Rhodes:

In the morning we went to visit Lindos, a picturesque town with a wonderful view. Miss Barker now
took over the filming and demonstrated quite successfully how to do it. After lunch we went into Rhodes town
to go shopping. Everyone had a good time and enjoyed themselves and we were able to sit in a cafe and watch
the world go by. A really great day!

We returned to the ship and packed. Home tomorrow and we would leave the ship behind - hurrah!

DayS:

Ephesus and Home. Early morning we set off for Ephesus and enjoyed the guide who was both informative
and amusing! After a trip to the Turkish Delight shop, we went to the airport. From now onwards it was home
all the way.

After a successful flight we returned home at 7.00pm on Friday evening. All safely returned to the
waiting anns of their family. An unforgettable trip.

Watchdog here we come ... Ann Robinson, this is BRGS and have we got a story for you !
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Spanish Football Tour,
The BRGS Squad for the Spanish

This year saw the
year 8 and 9 BRGSfootball
squads go on tour ro Spain
to take part in an interna-
tional competition. Mr.
Baird recounts the fortunes
of the teams.

(f)

Pupils in years seven,
eight and nine enjoyed a week
on the Costa Brava in April this
year, playing against Spanish
and English opposition. The trip included a day trip to Barcelona where the Nou Camp Stadium, home
of Barcelona Football Club. This is how the two squads fared.

%ar 8:

The boys' first game was against English opposition and B.R.G.S proved too strong, winning
the game 9 - 2. The second game was a different matter altogether: A quality Spanish team won 8 -
O. The B.R.G.S. players seemed worn out from the previous day's victory (and the night's entertain-
ments!! - Man of the Match Jim Thornton)

Their final game was against Spanish opposition, again, and B.R.G.S. played exceptionally
well, drawing the game 2 - 2 with Stuart Rigby scoring a brilliant volley.

Jonathan Booth was voted Player of the Tour, with John Fitzpatrick and Stuart Rigby being
the leading goal scorers.

Year 9:

The year 9 squad started the
tour with a game against year 10
opposition from London.
B.R.G.S. played very well with
Richard Gisbourne scoring an
excellent goal, but in the end the
Londoners proved too strong and
came out winners at 5 -1 . (Man
of the Match: Shaun Munro).

In their second game BRGS
drew 0 - 0 with a Spanish side,
this time of the correct age. The
team was finding it difficult to
adjust to playing on all-weather
shale pitches, rather than grass,
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because this was a game we should have won. (Man of the Match: Mark Fell).
The squad's final game was a 5 - 1 victory against a poor Spanish side which left the squad

~ on a high, ready for the evening's entertainments at Palm Springs Disco. (Man
V of the Match: Thomas Chadwick).

Player of the Tour was Alex Hoyle and the leading goal scorer was Richard
Gisboume. Over all it was a great week with good football and decent weather.

The boys were a credit to the school and themselves.

In the General
Office with
Mrs. Walsh &
Mrs. Terry;.

What is it that you do?
Well, we produce all official school letters ready to be copied. We also type up work that is

given to us by other members of staff There is the post - and you can imagine, there's a lot - which
all needs to find its rightful owner and the post that needs to go out, so a visit to the post office is
made every day. The phones need answering and then
putting through to the right place. We collect money
and receipts for theatre trips and so on.

Then there are the day-to-day pastoral type
needs that have to be seen to - dealing with "sickies"
that come to us, signing in 'late arrivals', handling the
desires of the staff. There are so many different things

really.

What is the worst part of the job?
The worst part is when we are approached with

really insignificant problems.

Do you ever have a lunch break?
We have lunch 'on the hoof'

What is the one thing that would make the job eas-
ier?

We'vejust got it - a new working environment;
we're happy in our new office.

What is the oddest thing you have ever had to do?
Emergency repairs to a member of staffs

trousers! !!

Right: The new General Office, open
from 8.00 in the morning.
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Miss Pretty Ta[f& to The SquirreL

Miss Pretty has been involved with life here
at BRGS for quite a long time - both as a
teacher and as a pupil - so we decided it was
high time she was interviewed, especially as
she is leaving at the end of this year. So
read on and find out why she wanted to be
an engine driver and how she used to hate
maths!

Who were your friends at BRGS as a
pupil and do you still know any of them?
My particular friend was a girl called Eliza-
beth Pickup, who I'm still in touch with a
couple of times a year. She's the only one
that I was really very friendly with.
What did you think of your uniform as a
pupil?
I just assumed it was what I wore. My sister
came here before me and she had worn it, so

I wasn't much of a rebel. I didn't really
think much about it and wore it because

nobody suggested otherwise, really.
Were you always good at maths and was
it your favourite subject?
Well, I'm reminded of one particular instant.
It was when we used to wear hats. I had

managed to throw mine up onto the school
roof. It was in the first year and I was
expecting I would have to go to maths
which I really disliked, but I discovered that
it was actually French next and I was so
delighted that I threw my hat up onto the
roof! I only began to enjoy maths in the
second year and began to get better at it
then.

When you were a pupil at BRGS, what
did you want to do when you grew up -
and did you ever plan to be a teacher
here?

When I was younger, I wanted to be an
engine driver and then I had my heart set on
being a char-lady (a lady who sweeps peo-
ple's houses out), but I can't imagine why I
wanted to do that. Anyway, after I'd got
over those, yes, I wanted to teach, but it

~

never really crossed my mind to teach here.
What sort of punishments did pupils get at
the school if they misbehaved?
The Head had a cane which he frequently used
and the deputy had a slipper. There were order
marks which you got, which were then put onto
your school report - you got so many order
marks and then you were put on detention.
What would you say is the best and worst
part about being a teacher?
The worst part is the marking - which I hate! I
also don't like children who misbehave. I would

have to say that the best part is everything else
really!
Do you model yourself on any of your old
teachers?

I admired my second year maths teacher: 'Big
Miss Moore', as that's when I began to enjoy
maths. So, I think to start with, I probably mod-
elled myself on her.
Which school do you think is best -then or
now and what has been the biggest change
made here in your time?
I think it's always been a good school, so I can't
distinguish between then and now. The trouble
with change is that when you're here everyday,
you don't see the changes as much as if you'd
been away and then come back - that way you'd
be more conscious of the changes. But I sup-
pose the biggest change was going Grant Main-
tained and ... er fire doors, I suppose!
What memories will you take with you when
you leave, as a teacher and a pupil?
I think when year 11 left and said goodbye this
year. I shall remember that. As a pupil I was
very keenon hockey- and as a member of staff
for that matter. I really enjoyed the involvement
in games, so that will also stay with me too.

So, now nothing remains, except to thank Miss
Pretty for sparing us the time to talk to her and
for her years of teaching at ERGS, as she will be
missed very much.

Pamela Hawke & Lynzee McShea
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Above: Miss Pretty with the girls' hockey team.

Middle: Miss Pretty
with the year 11
leavers, May, 1998.

Below: School
uniform for girls
earlier this century.
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MlaacunI ISS7

Back in the
Autumn term BRGS

was privileged to
be invited by
Barbara Brooks,

wife offormer pupil
John, to Springfield
in Missouri in his

memory. John went
on from BRGS to
read medicine at
Manchester Uni-

versity. After com-
pleting his degree
he and his wife
travelled to the US

for one year to do
research and then

settled permanently
in Springfield, Mis-
souri. Sadly, John
died in 1996 and as

a tribute to him,
Barbara invited us

across for ten days.
The travellers re-

count some of the
group's experienc-
es.

~

Our intrepid band of 22 adventurers finally set out for Springfield
on 23rd, October, after eighteen months of preparation and saving up. We
followed almost the route taken thirty years ago by Barbara and John
Brooks. It soon became apparent to all of us how loved and respected
John was amongst friends, colleagues and patients in his chosen home.

A whole wealth of new experiences was opened up to us, some of
which we hope to capture in this brief article. We did so many new things,
saw many sights which may not compare significantly with sights of our
past: the Colosseum of Rome, the Arc de Triomphe, the Pyramids. But
what we shall have difficulty matching wherever we go in the world is the
people: their generosity, warmth, energy and love which we shall never
forget. Their sense of family and history is so much stronger than our own
- so to Paula and Carl to have 30 people around for an evening meal, not
once but several times, was not too big a deal bearing in mind that they
have 50 of their family round regularly for Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Everyone is aware of their origins ("I'm one-eighth Cherokee, one-eighth
German"; "my folks are from Scotland...") and all have a very genuine
regard for their Mother-land (Mrs. Holt knew almost all of the words to
God Bless America by the end of the holiday!)

Determination and confidence are complemented by a huge sense
of fun. Scarecrows and pumpkins lined the streets. The law-court session
which we visited was interrupted while a jar of sweets was distributed (it
was 31st October) and the judge wore a Hallowe'en tie and his clerk,

pumpkin earrings. Genuine, and we hope, life-long friendships have
developed and plans already begun for return visits and a trip to England.
LT

MlaacunI ISS7
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Monday 26th October (Alison Whittaker & Liz Carry):

First stop was the College of the Ozarks, one of the many colleges in the
States where students have to work 15-20 hours per week for the school to pay their
fees - no thank you, Mr. Blair!! For this reason the college has many facilities, from
jam factories to Gothic styled churches. At this point we would like to apply for
planning permission for the building of a new runway at BRGS. (If they have an
airport, why can't ...)

Jealousy suppressed, we headed off to ride the ducks, not the animal form,
but the mechanical form: World War II amphibious vehicles, which took us on a
tour of the town and then splashed at speed into Table Rock Lake. With close views

of a Mississippi paddle boat and Table Rock Dam, we ate a leisurely 'box-lunch',
before returning to dry land. We all had a - wait for the pun - quacktastic time!

Once the fun was out of the way, it was time for some serious shopping. A
limit of one hour was given at the designer outlet mall. You've never seen an

English teacher run so fast (except at Duty Free), but somehow they still managed
to be last on the coach. (Excuse me - just how many of the six pairs of jeans, seven
t-shirts, two pairs of trainers and one pair of shoes were for me?)

Anne Colley and Kerrie Bulcock riding a 'duck'!

Wednesday, 29th October (Rebecca Dewar & Shelley Gill):
Today the group visited the National Cemetery in Springfield which is the site

where men who fell at the Battle of Wilson's Creek (August 10th, 1961) are buried. The
particular significance of this cemetery is that it is the only resting ground in the US where
both the Confederates and the Unionists are buried. A TV station caught up with us here
and Lizzie Helliwell was interviewed. Unfortunately, when it was broadcast that evening
they confused stories and described us as a group of fourth graders (l0 year olds) on an
exchange visit. The cheek of it!

Finally, we visited General Sweeney's Museum which contained a range of arti-
facts from the Civil War period. The adventurous ones amongst us sampled Mexican del-
icacies at lunchtime and then much of the afternoon was spent at KOZK Tv. This is a
local TV station, specialising in broadcasting community news and programmes. We all
got a chance to be on camera and to see how the station operated.

The day was extremely enjoyable and informative, and the group felt privileged
to gain an insight into Missouri's past.
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Thursday 30th. October (Alistair Halt & Seb Knight):
Time was allocated on Thursday for students to participate in work experience.

Placements ranged from working in banks, pharmacies, law courts and dentists to
attending lectures at a university and working in a travel agency. Our psychologists
were able to see at first-hand one sub-branch of medicine which has boomed in the

States, while Jon taught a lesson at Nixa Elementary School. It was interesting that
Matt, plunged into a second-year physics lecture at South-West Missouri State
University was able to understand what was being taught with ease. Clare, at the
Congressional Offices has been invited back for a further week's work experience and
nearly all came 'home' clutching e-mail addresses and invitations to keep in touch (what
happened to stamps and envelopes?)

The evening was spent discussing the work experience and chatting about the
highs and lows of the day. Everyone had their own story to tell and certainly had an
enjoyable day which will give them a valuable insight into work and working conditions
in America.

The organisation of the day was another tribute to the tremendous energy and
generosity of our host families, who arranged the placements and reorganised their own
schedules at very short notice. We are really grateful.

The day was rounded off with a buffet provided by all the host families at the
Presley's.

~.Pj?~~~
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Culture Clash:

The journey from Rossendale, Lancashire to Springfield, Missouri
represented travelling through a cultural time warp. Looking out of a first
floor window at Springfield's Kickapoo High School, we counted hundreds
of cars driven by students who obtain their licences at sixteen: few of the
seventeen and eighteen year olds in our party drove, and none owned their
own cars. Springfield teenagers seemed more affluent and more assured than
their Rossendale counterparts, and yet perhaps they were less appreciative of
their material wealth than those of us who did not come from three car, three
bathroomed families.

The cultural differences had many practical expressions: whilst many
of our young people would socialize with their friends in a pub, the sale of
alcohol was prohibited by state law to those under the age of twenty-one.
Missouri 'pubs' and 'clubs' were hardly in evidence and those that did exist
were strictly the province of university undergraduates. However, if we
couldn't find pubs, we had no trouble finding churches - one seemingly on
almost every street corner! Springfield is described as 'the buckle of the mid-
west Bible belt' and an estimated 80% of Springfield young people have an
active church affiliation. Many young people were guided by a personal
morality which was symbolised by the coloured wristbands which they wore
- the initials "WWJD" reminded each wearer that their actions and decisions

should be determined by asking: 'What Would Jesus Do?' in that situation. At
first this clean living emphasis on family, faith and American pride seemed
almost too good to be true - but the generous hospitality of our host families
who opened their homes to us soon convinced us that the image was backed
by reality. In spite of the cultural differences, perhaps because of them, many
of us found it hard to leave Springfield and return to Rossendale. Perhaps we
return as different people, more aware that there are values beyond those that
we take for granted every day.
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~2{{jS Orienteers~view of theryear.

This year has seen
BRGS orienteers go
from strength to
strength, becoming
one of the nation's
best orienteering
schools.

The BRGS Squad, 1997/98:

September: LSOA Schools' League
The first event was held at

Alkincoats Park, Colne and was organ-
ised by staff and parents of BRGS orien-
teers. There were great performances all
round on what was technically easy ter-
rain and on the day BRGS were overall

winners. However, there were five more events to go before the League Winners could be determined.

October: British Schools' Score Championships

This was a new competition and a break from the normal point-to-point orienteering. The venue
was Haigh Hall Country Park which offered some challenging orienteering. A large squad competed across
most of the age ranges.

November: BSOC '97

A team of 22 orienteers travelled South to Winchester for the 1997 British Schools' Orienteering
Championships to compete with over 1000 other pupils from all over the country. After some pre-event
training on the Saturday at Cannock Chase, the team travelled on to Salisbury for the night. A ghost tour of
the town centre was the highlight of the evening's entertainment which took in the city's famous cathedral,
shrouded in an eerie mist and complete with ghostly choral singing. The team travelled to Winchester the
next morning for the main event at Parley Mount Country Park.

The best result of the day was the WII team of Jenny Gallagher, Marianne Hill and Emma Plant
whose combined times made them the winning team in their age class. The girls, all in year 7, received gold
medals and a silver platter which they will keep for one year.

The best individual performance came from Mike Masser in the MII class. His time placed him
third overall, winning the Individual Bronze Medal.

The MI5 team of Michael Winnick, Chris Edwards and Mark Ashton came in second place to win
silver medals for the third year in succession. The Wl2 team of Shelley Tootell, Lily Cooper and Abby
Cain were just quick enough to finish in third place, each winning bronze medals.

The best nine placings were added together to make BRGS the fifth best school in the UK in the
large schools' category. The rest of the squad all performed well with credible results.
December: League Event 4

By now BRGS were lying in 2nd place overall to Bolton School, having competed at White Cop-
pice (LSOA 2), Duxbury Park (LSOA 3) and Lancaster University (LSOA4). The latter event saw an influx
of interest from year 7 boys and 5 new orienteers made their debut with some excellent results. BRGS won
this event on the day with the highest ever points-total recorded!

January: Club Championships

The club's own championships were held at Sunnyhurst Woods, Darwen, using a handicap system

~
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based on age and experience. Michael Winnick emerged as this year's club champion, just pipping Ken
Masser by a few points.
February: League Event 5

Dean Clough at Great Harwood was the venue and despite great performances on a cold, wet and
windy day, BRGS still remained in second position overall.

March: GMOA Championships and League Event 6
BRGS entered this competition for the first time this year and with only three class winners need-

ed to win the trophy, the team that went to Lever Park had a strong chance of success. Indeed, we thought
that we had won the trophy when Mike Masser, Ken Masser and Michael Winnick all won their classes,
but a late rally from King's School, Macclesfield gave them three class wins also. So the GMOA Trophy
will be shared between the two schools.

This competition concluded at Nicky Nook, which turned out to be a wild and windy day. There
were good runs from the year 7 and 8 boys and girls, running Yellow and Orange and a clean sweep on the
Light Green course. BRGS finished second on the day and could not catch up with the eventual league
winners: Bolton School. However, individual League Medals went to:
Yr. 7 Boys: Mike Masser (Gold)

Nicholas Hallsworth (Bronze)
Yr. 8/9 Boys: Ken Masser (Gold)

Philip Holmyard (Bronze)
Yr. 10111 Boys: Michael Winnick (Gold)

Chris Edwards (Silver)
Yr. 9110 Girls: Becky Clayton (Bronze)

April: LSOA Championships
This was held at Tockholes,

Darwen and was a great success on
two counts. BRGS pupils won
seven championship medals (but
lost the trophy to BSGD) and club
funds were boosted once again,
thanks to all the parents who came
along to help run the competition.
Although BRGS finished the day
on equal points with Bolton
School, they won the trophy due to
having more first places in each age
category than BRGS. The LSOA
Champions are:L - R: Emma Plant, Jenny GaIIagher & Marianne HilI receive their gold medals and

silver platter at the British Schools' Orienteering Championships.

Yr. 7 Boys: Mike Masser (Gold)
Nicholas Hallsworth (Bronze)
Ken Masser (Gold)
Thomas Disney (Silver)
Philip Holmyard (Bronze)
Michael Winnick (Silver)
Chris Edwards (Bronze)

Yr. 8/9 Boys:

Yr. 10111 Boys

May: Lancashire vs. Cumbria Schools Challenge & Patterdale Hall
Seven of our pupils were selected for the Lancashire team at this annual event. Chris Edwards was

unable to compete due to exams, but Michael Winnick, Ken Masser, Thomas Disney, Andrew WaIler,Mike
Masser and Becky Clayton all travelled to Eskdale to represent Lancashire County. The technical forest
proved too much for Thomas and Becky, but the others all ran excellent races. The final result was very

close, but Cumbria won with the closest margin of points ever. Maybe next year ! ~ ~
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Patterdale Hall Training Weekend at Ullswater was a great success and seven of our orient!
came back having received coaching and technique training from some of the top coaches in the NI
West. Hopefully the results will be seen in the 1998 British School Championships which will be 1
at Cannock Chase in November.

Chris Edwards and Elizabeth Disney are going on a coaching tour with twenty other orienteer
Norway this summer and Chris, Michael Winnick, Thomas Disney and Becky Clayton have been inv!
to join the North West Junior Squad.
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The Storm.

A short story - Shaun Munro (9M)

It was one of those days, not the bad type, the good type; the kind when all your worries
seem insignificant - you're happy just to be alive. The sun shines brightly as it drifts between
colossal clouds that twist and turn to make a thousand shapes.

I sat watching the sun slowly fall behind the distant mountains. Its gentle lips casting red
streams across the cloudy sky. When slowly, but surely - not from any particular direction - dark-
ness began to rise. Not night-time darkness, but darkness scheming, plotting: hungry darkness.

Very soon the sun was no more and in its place sat thick, dense, black clouds. Sat like
teachers brooding over a particularly disruptive student. Each one thinking of darker, more twist-
ed punishments than the ones before them. They groaned, moaned and plotted torturous plans.

Far below grasshoppers chirped in anticipation, not knowing that very soon they'd wish
they hadn't. A thousand heads turned upwards, man and beast alike stood staring into the evening
sky.

There was still noise to be heard, but no one was listening; everyone was waiting, wait-
ing for what was to come. The darkness began to mass and multiply, getting bigger by the sec-
ond. Then rain began to gently drop. People stretched their hands out of windows to check
whether to bring the washing in. With each second more rain fell to earth. Then it stopped.
Mothers got their pegs back out and for that instance all was calm.

Suddenly, lightning snaked across the horizon, vanquishing the last signs of the white
clouds that had caressed the evening sky so fondly.

The street lights for miles around flickered wildly, showing their respect for the awesome
skylights. Each bolt tore the sky as if it were mere paper. The clouds roared like woken giants;
each rumble the voice of a god. The streaks lashed through the air as if each one was the whip
of an apocalypse rider.

Tiles bounced from roofs, cars were strewn across roads, man could not contest nature's

awesome power. As I stared, transfixed, gently nudging the bucket so that it would accommo-
date the raindrops that fell from my roof, I wondered if anyone else out there held the same
respect for nature as I do - beautiful, yet with the capacity to kill.
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NETBALL SUCCESS
This has been a phenomenal year for
netball. The highlight had to be reach-
ing the British Schools' Final, a
moment of which we are all immensely
proud. All credit should go to Mrs.
Smith and her dedicated netballers.

This is what happened.

THE U14 NETBALL TEAM PLAYED IN THE NATIONAL

SCHOOLS' FINALS ON SATURDAY 141H, MARCH,
1998.

The team travelled down to Ipswich on Friday

evening and settled into their hotel. After an early night, the
team rose at 6.45am in order to prepare for the finals. After

a hearty breakfast the team travelled a short distance to the sports centre for the finals.

The conditions for netball were perfect: a dry, wann day with broken cloud and little wind. Our

first match was against Wycombe High School from the South which BRGS won easily. After this
things got even better with BRGS continuing to play some excellent netball and managing to win all
their section matches without any problem and scoring over 100 goals. BRGS now qualified for the
semi-final - an outstanding achievement.

BRGS had to play against Broxbourne School from Hertfordshire who were last year's reigning
champions, so we were a little apprehensive. After a nervous start BRGS began to play some excellent
netball, eventually winning 14-7. We were now in the National Finals!

BRGS's opponents were Fairfax School from the West Midlands. They looked to be a team of
a high standard, having won their semi-final easily and having two players who were nearly 6 feet tall!!
The standard of play was excellent and with 30 seconds to go, the score was 6 - 6. It was our centre
pass, the ball was quickly passed to the shooters who were in a good position. Our goal shooter took a
shot and as the ball left her hands and reached the top of the post the claxon went. The goal was disal-
lowed and extra time had to be played. We were a second from being National Champions.

Extra time lasted five minutes. Again, it was neck and neck, each team scoring alternately.
However, eventually Fairfax converted an extra chance and won by 12 goals to 10.

The U14 BRGS team had played some outstanding netball and proved that they are as good as
the best in the country. They won all their section matches easily and the final could have gone either
way.

Right: The British Schools' Finalist
Squad.

Congratulations to the
team and let's hope we do as well
next year. The team was:
Lucy Molloy, Kate De'ath, Emily
O'Connor, Rachel Whittaker, Jen-
ny Heaton, Sarah Parkinson,
Hayley Corbett, Janine Kelly (cap-
tain) and Jenny Charlesworth.

BRGS HITS THE NATIONAL PRESS
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Get www. ired.
A GRID FOR LEARNING -
Tony Blair's vision is of a future
in which all schools are connected
via computer to the internet.
How will his vision affect BRGS
and what changes will it make?

As with all things technological, it's
already happening. As of September
BRGS will be 'wired'. As a Technology
College the school has been given a
grant to enable us to have the intemet in
the classroom. The ultimate aim is to

have a classroom in which every com-
puter has its own access to the web. The
ISDN lines which the school has already

installed will allow fast access to the server and many users.
The school has already had access to the intern et available to the staff for some time and it

has proved to be a valuable resource in many areas. It allows students of foreign languages to read
the newspapers of different countries
worldwide on the days they are pub-
lished, or to talk to people on the other
side of the world. Geographers have
been able to study satellite photographs
as the MET Office receives them, or
read first-hand accounts of floods, fires

or earthquakes wherever they may hap-
pen.

The applications are endless.
Students of English can write a letter to
the Verona Times about the fighting be-
tween Montagues and Capulets and
receive a reply the following day, or join
in on a live internet seminar with American undergraduates to discuss The Calor Purple.

The School's Web Site.
Not the sort to be left behind BRGS has already set up its own web site which is about to

go 'online' ready to be accessed from worldwide, allowing ex-pupils, exchange schools or our
friends in Missouri to keep in touch
with events at the school 24 hours a day.

Some screen shots of the BRGS site

can be seen exclusively here in The
Squirrel. In the future the school maga-
zine could appear on the net and pupils'
own writing and art work can be pub-
lished before a world wide audience.

The limits to technology's uses really
lies in the bounds of our own imagina-
tions, so it's time to get www.ith it!

~
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~IISI(i-YlustriaJ 1997.11
A few lucky people were awaiting the day: students from BRGS and Haslingden High

were preparing to go on an eight day skiing holiday to Hochkar, Austria.
The coach journey there was something of an endurance test - it was a 24-hour drive from

12 midday until arrival at midday the next day. Students tried to sleep for eight hours. Sleep dur-
ing the day was impossible amidst muttering, Gameboys and Mr. Baird keeping us in order.

Upon arrival, however, we all piled out excitedly onto the soft, dusty Alpine snow. Skiing
started on the second day. There were four groups: top, intermediate, second beginners and
beginners.

As people started to refresh their memories of skiing (mostly by falling over) the skiing
improved. Besides the skiing there were other forms of entertainment for the evenings, including
Bum-Boarding - a form of sledging on a small board which you sat on with a handle that you
pulled between your legs. There was also Spoon Fighting, a Welsh game in which people chal-
lenged the champion, Mr. Evans of Haslingden High. Competitors were: Lindsey Whitelegg,
Danielle Haworth, Sarah Greatrix and Andrew Cummings. All drew with the champion.

The trip was enjoyed by all and proved a great success. (AndrewCummings)
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In the Kitchens with
Mrs. C. Blomerley
What does working in the kitchens of BRGS re-
quire?

What many people don't realise is that work
starts in the kitchens at 7.15 in order to prepare the

food. Apart from providing lunch, the kitchens also produce breakfast for those who have to make
a long journey to the school; we also provide hot snacks at morning break and serve food in the after-
noon break too.

As well as this we also have the 'one-offs' to prepare such as leavers dos, food for meetings
and tea for the staff on parents' evenings.

What is the dullest thing you have to do working in the kitchens?
Undoubtedly it is cleaning the ovens and the fridges. They get really dirty and greasy. We

have to use a very powerful caustic soda and wear gloves and goggles, because if even a tiny amount
touches your skin you get burned. Cleaning the walls is also a tedious task.

What is the one thing that would make your job easier?
The kitchens get unbearably hot. We have recently had new windows put in which have

made a tremendous difference. Some air-conditioning would be nice! However, the kitchen is oth-
erwise the same as it was in the 1950's and so new cookers would be brilliant.

What's the oddest thing you have ever had to do?
I suppose that would be Space Day last year. The year sevens had an activities day in which

everything had a space theme. We made lots of unusual food. Spaghetti dyed black, called
Galachian Worms and black jelly containing worms. Certainly odd.

What is the part of the job that you like the most?
The best part of the job is easy - it's seeing people enjoying their food.

~
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[SPring concert.]~
Those who attended

the Spring Concert were to be
privileged with an outstanding
celebration of the school's rich

tapestry of musical talent. The
audience were to hear and see

in a night of music which went
from operatic classics such as
Carl Orffs Carmina Burana to
the original compositions of
the A-level music students

which made use of the latest audio-visual technology to create an entire sensory experience.
We were moved, uplifted and entertained in an evening of excellence. Pupils in the imme-

diately succeeding days were able to experience repeat performances in assemblies. One particular
piece which had a profound effect upon its listeners/viewers was Vicky Farnworth's composition:
Homeless.

Vicky had felt the need to write a piece about the issue of homelessness in which she would
be able to use projected visual images behind the performers. She researched her subject thorough-
ly beforehand, learning of individual's stories which she then incorporated into the lyrics of the com-
position as first person accounts, punctuating the melody, sung by Vicky and vocalists Elizabeth
Helliwell and Emma Bridge. It was a piece that made the audience reassess their beliefs and reac-
tions to the homeless issue through its immediacy and emotive tone.

The Programme:

Music at BRGS:
As with the sporting activities at BRGS, it is im-

possible to quantify the amount of time and effort that
goes into producing such excellent results, but that's
exactly what the music department manage to do.
There is such a range of talents and activities that we
can never cover them here, but surely the crowning
achievement was the Spring Concert held on 12th
March, 1998.

The New Colonial March
Suite: The Golden West

Pavane from Capriol Suite
Take 5

Aus der heimat, No. 2

Skimbleshanks, Memory,
Mr. Mistoffelees, from Cats
Stepping Out Towards the
Blue Horizon
Reverie

Voi, che sapete
Big My Secret
Echo Fantasia

Salvation Hymn
Brass Polka

Unconscious, Unbidden,

Unstoppable
Jolly Waltz

RB. Hall
Stuart Johnson
Warlock
Brubeck

Smetana (arr. Hans Sitt)

Lloyd Webber

Edward Gregson
Claude Debussy
Mozart

Michael Nyman
Adriano Bancheri

(arr. Jones)
Michael Short

Joseph Horovitz

Emma Bridge
Laura Bugden
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Homeless Victoria Farnworth

0 Fortuna, Ecce Gratum Carl Orff

Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves,
from Nabucco Verdi
3 Irish Reels Traditional
Paganini Variations (arr.David

Richards)
Variationson Grandfather's
Clock Doughty (arr.

Rimmer)
RachrnaninovPrelude in C# Minor

I don't know how to
love him

Bunch of Thyme
Lloyd Webber
Traditional (arr.
Michael Neaum)

Flora Gave Me Fairest

Flowers John Wilbye
Ain't Misbehavin' "Fats" WaIler &

Harry Brooks (arr.
P. Gritton)
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A Midsummer Night's Dream -The Contact Theatre.
Manchester.

A group of mainly year 8 pupils went with Mr.
Marlow and Mr. Haycocks to see Midsummer Night's
Dream in Manchester in October. The production was
excellent and was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.

It was done in modern costume which helped us

to see the characters in a different way: Helena was a rather gawky character who was never with-
out her mini silver rucksack style handbag permanently upon her back. The actors doubled in both
the roles of the Athenian Players, the lovers and Athenian and Fairy King and Queen respective-
ly. This helped to show the parallels between the real world and the fairy world.

It was the scenery which I liked the most, though. It was bright, modern and angular with
reds, purples, yellows and oranges. It helped to create a really magical effect.

Lily Cooper,8R

Students have been able to go on
a number of theatre trips this year
to see a variety of shows. We
hope to continue and even
increase the number of trips to the
theatre next year.

2?omeo& 7uuet - rrhe grana, '13[ac!(poo[
In year nine we had been studying Romeo and fuliet for our SATS for some time and were

looking forward to seeing a production of the play on stage, with most of us having already seen
two screen adaptations, the early Franco Zefferelli film and the latest reworking by Baz Lurhman
with Leonardo Di'Caprio.

The whole of year nine set off in anticipation, armed with our knowledge of the play and
its possible interpretations. With the production's proximity to the SATS, the theatre was packed

with year 9 students from other schools.
Despite there being a strong cast with
faces we all recognised (Tinker from
Lovejoy and Hyacinth's neighbour from
Keeping Up Appearances) the perfor-
mance was a little lacklustre. We hope to
show what we can do in our year nine
Shakespeare Festival when we act out
scenes from the play.

~

Oaver- rrhe Overa
.L

:J{ousel Manchester.
On Friday 15th, May two coaches set

off from BRGS to see Oliver in Manches-

ter. The show had come up from London
where it had been a big hit and it lived up
to expectations.

The performance was exciting and
entertaining. By the end we were all up on
our feet singing, dancing and clapping as
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the cast came down into the audience for the final number. A thoroughly exhilarating show which

everyone really enjoyed.

'The'Tempest- 'The!Roya[Shakespeare'Theatre,Stra~forcf.
On Saturday 21st, March, a coach load of eager students and staff travelled to Stratford

Upon Avon to see the RSC performance of The Tempest.
Although this was an A-level set text, it was pleasing to see that other students had taken

up our offer and all had a thoroughly enjoyable time.
We were blessed with fine weather with which to explore Stratford in our free time. Mrs.

Taylor, entombed still in plaster, was dumped unceremoniously outside Woolworth's while we for-
aged in the nearby Marks & Spencer for some lunch! She feared the worst: would people think
she was a beggar or a busker? Perhaps so, but all she collected were bemused and/or solicitous

glances. All in all, an enjoyable and exhilarating day.

'The Importance of 13eing tE,arnest - the Lancastrian
J{a[[u5..winton.

Wilde's Earnest is a set text for A-level and yet there are surprisingly few productions of
it about. It was with great anticipation that both staff and students awaited this production. It was
being put on by the Swinton & Pendlebury Amateur Dramatics Society.

With it being 'am-dram' no-one was sure what to expect, but the production proved itself
to be excellent, with a lavishly produced set, good costumes and some solid performances.

Algernon fumbled a couple of his lines, but this remained in keeping with his vacuous nature and
he never stopped stuffing himself with either muffins or cucumber sandwiches throughout the pro-
duction! The strongest performances came from the butler (surely we will see some more of him
in the future!) and Jack Worthing. "Where did they find this ... handbag?" "You mean me, Lady
Bracknell ?"
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The school continues to develop
its sporting achievements. The range of
sports in school is wide and hopefully
we can cover at least some of the things
that take place. Of course, many of our
pupils are active in sports outside the
school - Domonique Demoney repre-
sented England, coming second in a
recent European Championship meet-
ing in which 25 other nations competed
and many other pupils who represent
their county or the region in a range of
sports. We can't possibly cover them
all, but we hope to give you a sense of
our sporting achievements this year.
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Basketball
Congratulations to all teams on their successes, hard work and dedication to developing

their skills, making this season the most successful year that the school has had in basketball!!!

Under 19 A Team:

The first division of the Lancashire Sixth Form's League is highly competitive. The col-
lege teams tend to be far stronger than school teams due to their much larger intake of students
and the fact that they may only run one or two teams, enabling much greater practice time.

Stand College have won this league and all of their play-off games in the last 3 seasons
and have never lost a game. To get within 18 points of them in the semi-final, and to prevent
them scoring over lOOpoints in the process shows how much the team has developed since the
start of the season. BRGS had never beaten Holy Cross or Oldham Colleges before this season
either, but a one point victory over the former and a four point loss against the latter is further
evidence of how far the team has progressed this year.

Under 19 B Team:

The team is mainly made up of year 10 and a few year 11 players. The main purpose of
this team is player development, rather than to focus on winning too many games.
Performances were extremely good and improvement aims were met.

Bearing in mind that the opposition were two or three years older, the results were good,
making it to the second division semi-final, with the season highlight being a very fine win over
QEGS, Blackburn.

Year 11:

Beaten only once this year, by St. Theodore's in the Lancashire Cup, where an
excellent second-half performance in which St. Ted's were outplayed could not, unfortu-
nately, make up for the poor display in the first half.

There is the consolation of being Rossendale Champions, holding on to the tro-
phy won last year. Unbeaten in Rossendale for two years!

Year 7 Bas-
ketball:

The

year seven
team/squad
have trained

hard all year
- getting up
for 8.00am -
and should
do well next

year in the
Lancashire

Cup compe-
titions when

they start year
8.

Back row. L - R: J. Booth; S. Charlesworth; L. Abbott; D. Oldham; J. Fulton.
Front row. L - R: G. Weir; M. Masser; R. Weir.
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I~~
Backrow.L - R: J. Train;M. Ward;M. Surgeon;K. Lord;J. Thornton.
Frontrow.L- R: T. Surgeon;D. Bluer;C. Cook-Martin;B. O'Donnell.

Year 8 Basketball:
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The year eight team progressed well and had good victories against Bury Grammar
School and Morecambe, before losing to an excellent side from Collegiate.

There have been many good performances, but Keir Lord stands out, as he was leading
goal scorer in every game.

Year 9 Squad:

~..

Back row. L
- R:
Graeme
King, Stuart
Fulton, Ken
Masser,
Dan Kithan,
Shaun
Munro,
Mark Fell.
Front row.
L- R:
Chris
Hatch,
Richard
Grisbourne,
Nick
Starkey,
Ray
Burgess.

This is the fIrst time that a team from BRGS has made a Lancashire basketball final. After

~h~ preliminary rounds, top seeding was awarded to our school for winning all of the preliminary
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games.
Both the quarter and semi-final games were very competitive, BRGS establishing a lead

in the early part of the second half in both games, to win by more than 10 points on each occa-
sion. The final was to be against Longridge, a team that we had beaten in one of the prelimi-
nary rounds.

Whenever teams from BRGS play an away fixture in a sports hall there is the major
problem of adjusting to playing on a full-size court when you are used to playing in a small
gym. In the first eighteen minutes BRGS had only scored 9 points to Longridge's 26. After this
point the team began to get more familiar with the court and started to play to their full potential
and by half-time had reduced the deficit to trail by only 5 points: 28 - 23 to Longridge.

The second half began as the first had finished, with BRGS being the better team, de-
fending and attacking better than their opponents. At one point BRGS led 53-44. However,
Longridge regained their rhythm and had their best spell of the game. With just two minutes
remaining they levelled the scores and then took the lead. As time ran out the score stood at
BRGS 61 : Longridge 67.

Everybody had a great game, all players working hard, both in defence and offence and
with more experience of a full-size court, the result may well have gone in favour of the year 9
team.

Year 10:

Probably the most improved team in the school this year, thanks in part to players in-
volvement in the under-19 B team. Much travelled, having played only one of their 11 games at
home! Winners of the Rossendale tournament, held at Haslingden High and also of the Rossen-
dale League.

However, they saved their best performances for the Lancashire Cup, beating
Morecambe 42-22; Collegiate, from Blackpool: 51-42 (who were last season's year nine cham-
pions), but then lost out to Longridge 48-57 in the semi-final. Longridge had a really strong
start, but despite a second half comeback by BRGS, the gap just could not be closed.

V
Backrow.L - R: AndrewReed,SafeilMaqboul,MarkAshton,TimBateson,GeorgeLye
Frontrow.L - R: Jon Burgess,JamesSurgeon,Matt Johnson,HamzaHussain.
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Voting for the Players' Player.
Statistics never show the full picture of how individuals have performed over the

course of a season. It is all too easy to see who has scored the most points, but there are
many other aspects to the game which can often go unnoticed. Valuable contributions
are made by all players. With this in mind, the players have voted for who they think
has been the best player in various categories. The player with the most votes overall is
given the MVP (Most Valuable Player).

Voting has not been completed for all teams at the time of writing, but the results
that are in have been added up and are as follows.
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Year 9:
Winner Runner Up

BEST PASSER Ken Masser Mark Fell
BEST REBOUNDER Sean Munro Dan Kithan
HARDEST WORKING Ken Masser Mark Fell
BEST DEFENDER Mark Fell Ken Masser
MOST IMPROVED Nick Starkey Shaun Munro
MVP Ken Masser Mark Fell

Year 10:

Winner(s) Runner(s) up
BEST PASSER James Surgeon Jon Burgess

Matt Johnson
Michael Winnick

BEST REBOUNDER Tim Bateson Mark Ashton
HARDEST WORKING Tim Bateson Jon Burgess
BEST DEFENDER Tim Bateson Jon Burgess
MOST IMPROVED Tim Bateson Jon Burgess
MVP Tim Bateson Jon Burgess

L

BRGS Basketball Lea ne 1997/9
TEAM PLAYED WON LOST FOR AGST DIFF POINTS PPG %age

10 11 10 1 448 357 91 31 2.82 91

11 9 8 1 572 336 236 25 2.78 89

9 7 5 2 340 296 44 17 2.43 71

8 5 3 2 191 200 -9 11 2.20 60

U19A 8 4 4 551 612 -61 16 2.00 50

U19B 7 2 5 248 443 -195 11 1.57 29

7 1 0 1 25 50 -25 1 1.00 0

3 Points for a win
1point for every game played
Due to eachteamplayinga differentnumberof games,theaveragepointsper game (PPG)
is takento decideleaguepositions;followedby points total.



Netball: 1997-98.

Once again an excellent season all round, probably the most successful season ever. The teams
play to a high standard and are dedicated and committed to training.

Year 7:

After a shaky start with two defeats against Darwen Moorland (a very strong team who played
together at primary school) and Prestwich, the team are now going from strength to strength. They
have realised the importance of commitment and regular training and the A-team were rewarded for
this commitment, becoming winners of the Rossendale League & Rally - congratulations to them.
A-team: Shelley Verran, Katherine Coaker, Gemma Rosthom, Lara Cadney, Carey Delaney,
Catherine Kennedy, Rebecca Parkins on, Sarah Thomton, Nancy Whiting.

B-team: Claire Godfrey, Carla Harris, Holly Fletcher, Jolene Biggs, Stephanie Cockroft,
Gemma Emmerson, Ruth Syers.

Continue the hard work next year.

Year 8:

This team continues to produce excellent results. They are committed, dedicated, always show
enthusiasm and are quite happy to practise every day! Their efforts have paid off and they are unde-
feated all year! Not only this, nearly all of their matches have been won by huge margins! The A-
team are the winners of the Rossendale League & Rally. Congratulations to them.

A-team: Catherine Taylor, Kate De'ath, Kathryn Black, Hayley Corbett, Kim Riley, Kerry
Parkinson, Jenny Charlesworth, Charlotte Aspin.

B-team: Rebecca Culverhouse, Jenny Brown, Suzanne Ginnever, Lauren Hindle, Abby Cain,
Rosalind Lomas, Daniela Ripa, Kathryn Dungworth, Nicola Trayner.

Special congratulations to Jenny Charles worth and Kate De'ath who were selected to play for
the Lancashire County Team. Jenny has also been offered a place at a summer camp in Newcastle
run by England coaches. We have high hopes for next year and the team must now build on their suc-
cesses - well done!

Year 9:

Another very successful team and a very successful year. As a team they are once
again undefeated, winning the majority of their matches easily.

Many of these girls were in the successful U14 National Schools' Team (see feature
earlier). The team are dedicated and keen to practise and let's hope their enthusiasm contin-
ues next year. The A-team are winners of the Rossendale League & Rally - congratulations
to them.

A-team: Lucy Molloy, Emily O'Connor, Rachel Whittaker, Jenny Heaton, Sarah
Parkinson, Janine Kelly, Emma Sourbutts.

B-team: Rebecca Szkwarok, Saoirse Cowley, Hayley Grimshaw, Joanne Britton,
Kerry Woodall, Julia Pollard, Jayne Terry, Lynzee McShea.
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Special congratulationsto:

Jenny Heaton who was selected to play for the Lancashire County Team, was awarded
Lancashire Player of the YearAward and has been selected to go for regional U17trillls
for England.
Janine Kelly who has been offereda place at a summercamp in Newcastlerun by England
coaches and who has been selected to go for regional un trilllsfor England.
Sarah Parkinson & Rachel Whittaker who were selected for the Lancashire County
DevelopmentSquad.
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Z Hopefully the team will continue to produce the same excellent results.

Year 10:

There have been a lot less matches this year and opposition is hard to get. The team has also
been afflicted by injury. However, the team have been keen to play and do well. They are winners of
the Rossendale League, but unfortunately, in poor conditions in the netball rallies, they only managed
to finish runners-up. Continued effort and commitment are needed next year if there are to be more
successes.

The team: Alexis Hargreaves, Sarah Baison, Kate Simkins, Maddie Stocks, Emma Cliffe, Helen
Bailey, Libby Riley, Louise Cross.

Year 11:

This team have come to the end of a very successful five years. They have been a pleasure to
train, being keen, amusing, dedicated and normally prepared to accept criticism. Over the five years,
both the A and B-teams have produced excellent results. The A-team have rarely been defeated, always
winning the Rossendale League and Rallies and getting to the semi-finals of the Lancashire County
Tournament - an excellent achievement.

A-team: Gemma Fisher, Laura Heaton, Gemma Hughes, Catherine Prismall, Amy Boyer, Jenny
Edmondson, Laura Bugden, Nicola Fisher.
B-team: Kathryn Davies, Natalie Riley, Laura Downes, Vicky Holmes, Sarah Bolton, Yvonne Irwin.

Special congratulations to:

Laura Heaton& CatherinePrismallwho were selectedto play for the Lancashire County Team. Laura
was also awardedPlayer of the Yearby Lancashire. Well done to all the girls, good luck in the future
and let'shope we have a successful sixth form team.

Right: The year 11
squad.
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Year 7 Football:

The year seven football team had a successful first year at BRGS. The highlight was win-
ning the Rossendale 5-a-side which meant representing Rossendale at the Regional Finals where
the boys finished equal second and just missed out in representing East Lancashire.

At ll-a-side there was an abundance of goals. Our opening game was an excellent 3-1
win over Clitheroe Grammar School.

Results began to get a bit mixed and a mid-season defeat at Little Lever resulted in
changes in the team.

Although losing twice against St. Theodore's, there were many good performances against
very strong opposition and a victory against Derby High meant the season finished on a high.

There have been some outstanding performances this season from Jonathon Booth, James
Sidlow and Francis Chadwick, but Player of the Year goes to Jimmy Hoyle who played well in
the centre of midfield and who has strengthened up the defence magnificently in the latter part of
the season.

Year 8 Football:

The year eight football team retumed to action in September 1997 as a totally different
side from the one that finished the season before. The side suddenly clicked and played
excellent football throughout the season.

The team had victories against opposition that BRGS often struggle against, beating
both Darwen Vale (4-3) and St. Theodore's (3-1).

In the Lancashire Cup we were 3-1 down with seven minutes left to go, but fought
back to 3-3 after Keir Lord moved to centreback and John Train moved to centre midfield

and began to run the game. In extra-time we ran out as winners: 7 - 3 ... a superb result.

In the following round we unfortunately lost to QEGS, but again played excellent
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football against a side full of Blackburn Rovers Academy players. With five minutes left
we were 2-1 down when the influential John Train got injured. Full time: 3-1

All players played well this year, but Player of the Year Award goes to Jim
Thornton who has improved vastly since year seven and scored many vital goals. Many
of the year 8 players also enjoyed a successful tour in Spain at Easter (see earlier article).

Year 9 Football:

In year nine, many of our players are selected to play for Rossendale Town team, which
means that we are effectively never playing our full side; Martin Mellick, Mark Fell, Richard
Gisboume, Thomas Chadwick, Alex Hoyle and Philip Dwyer all represented Rossendale this year.

The squad is probably the strongest football squad in depth in the school and the boys that
came into the team did themselves and the school proud. Beating Littlelever 5-1 and drawing 3-3
with St. Theodore's are the two most notable achievements.

~
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In the Lancashire Cup BRGS lost to a side which is now battling out a semi-final. We were
very unlucky and played very well, drawing 4-4 at full time and 5-5- after extra time, but losing out
on penalties.

Player of the Year Award goes to a player who did not get through to the town team, but has
continued to always give 100% and played exceptionally well in Spain - Shaun Munro.

Year 10 Football:

Like the year nine team, the year ten football team was hardly ever at full strength due to Ben
Riding, Daniel Grady, Ian Goodwin and Keith Walmsley playing for Rossendale.

There is not the same depth in the year 10 squad, so results have been very mixed. Although

beating many of our local rivals, we suffered heavy defeats when playing stronger teams from
Blackbum and Bumley.

A disappointing first-half performance left us with too much to do in the Lancashire Cup as
BRGS lost in the first round to Primet H.S.

Player of the Year Award goes to Ian Goodwin, who has improved tremendously over the
past twelve months and deserves his Rossendale Town team place.

Year 11 Football:

The year 11 football team had a successful season, winning through to the semi-finals of
the Lancashire Cup. In the quarter-finals they defeated arch-rivals St. Theodore's on penalties -
Vinny Pattison scored the goal in the 1-1 draw that led to the penalties.

The semi-final went to replay, we drew 0-0 at Our Lady's in Blackbum. In the replay we
were leading 1-0 with two minutes left (Doni Clarke the scorer), but lost concentration and a dis-
astrous end to the game saw us losing 2-1.

Doni Clarke represented the North of England at Lilleshall where he played against an
England XI and has signed an apprenticeship at Huddersfield - good luck to him!

The team has had a good five years together and hopefully many will continue to play both
for the sixth form and out of school.

Squad: Peter Reed, Richard Taylor, Denis-Matthew Hall, lames Beetham, Daniel Vipham, Oliver
Crosby, William Cook-Martin, Doni Clarke, Vincent Pattison, lamie Hawley, Lee Phethean,
Andrew Burrows, Stephen Taylor.
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V Once again a successful season, the main focus being on the Rossendale Schools' ~
Competition. A big thank you to all the runners who competed in some horrific conditions. It
is impossible to mention all team members, but a variety will be mentioned. The competition
took place over four weeks.~ ~

Year 7 Boys:
BRGS finished first overall.

The team consisted of Jimmy Hoyle, Alex
Hubbard, Charlie Holt, Matthew Barnes, Mark

Hawthorne, Ben Whitworth, George Weir, Daniel
Halstead, Francis Chadwick, Robert Weir and

Stephen Crane.
Well done, lads!

Year 7 Girls:
BRGS finished third overall.

The team consisted of Lara Cadney, Carey
Delaney, Catherine Kennedy, Rebecca Parkinson,
Holly Fletcher, Jolene Biggs.
Well done, girls!

Year 8 Boys:
BRGS finished first overall.

The team consisted of John Train, Mathew

Hayhurst, Jim Thornton, Michael & Paul
McIlhone, James Riley, Craig Taylor and Myles
Hayden.
Well done, lads!

Year 8 Girls:
BRGS finished second overall.

The team consisted of Hayley Corbett, Claire
Taylor, Abby Cain, Kathryn Black, Kim Riley and
Sarah White.

Well done, girls!

Year 9 Boys:
BRGS finished first overall.

The team consisted of Alex Hoyle, Ken Masser,
Martin Mellick, Mark Fell, Nick Crowney, and
Nick Starkey.
Well done, lads!
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Year 9 Girls:
BRGS finished first overall.

The team consisted of Saoirse Cowley,
Rachel Whittaker, Anna Demaine, Melanie
Goggins, Lauren Ashworth and Emma
Sourbutts.
Well done, girls!

Year 10 Boys:
BRGS finished first overall.

The team consisted of Steven Black,
George Lye, George Mark-Bell, Michael
Winnick and James Surgeon.

Congratulations on some excellent perform-
ances.

The following were selected to run for
Rossendale in the Lancashire Schools Cross

Country Competition: Steven Black, Ken
Masser, Alex Hoyle, Saoirse Cowley, Anna
Demaine, Melanie Goggins, Rachel
Whittaker, George Lye and John Train.
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Hockey was run as a club this year in 7, 8, and 9 and was open to anyone. Due to our

poor facilities, the interest in this was not very good. Years seven and eight soon lost interest, so
these clubs ceased to take place. Year nine were keen to play and about twenty girls turned up

regularly for fun! Hopefully next year with the improved facilities in the form of our all-weather
pitch, there will be more opportunity for hockey.

The U16 team did win the inaugural Rossendale Indoor Hockey Tournament. The team
was Jenny Edmondson, Nicola and Gemma Fisher, Catherine Prismall, Lucy Armstrong, Suzanne
Holt, Maddie Stocks and Libby Riley. Well done, girls!

So far this year the chess team has had great success. In the under-14's Junior League BRGS had some
tough, yet tense moments. The team consists of:
Daniel Bower
Martin Smith

Ben Parry
Philip Hargreaves
Simon Coleclough- Worrell
When we met Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Blackburn A-team we had only been defeated in one game with

only four more left to play in the league. At the same time QEGS had also only lost one game, for them, though,
there was only one more game to play.

The outcome of this match was therefore going to be crucial on the overall placings in the league - we

really wanted to beat QEGS, which would in all likelihood have secured the league championship for us...
During the match Simon Coleclough- Worrell played an excellent game, only just losing. Philip

Hargreaves played a really good game and probably the best chess of the whole team that day. Unfortunately he
lost his game as well.

Martin Smith's game lasted 2 hours and 15 minutes which he eventually won. Daniel Bower's lasted for 2
hours, 30 minutes and this meant a 2-2 draw.

This put BRGS with a battle on their hands: they had to win all of their remaining games to finish the
league joint winners with QEGS. At the time of writing we are on course for this.

BRGS also got through to the final of the under-14's Junior Knockout, another match yet to be played
against the QEGS A-team.

BRGS lost in the semi-finals of the Senior Knockout in a really close game against Stoneyhurst College
who were playing a team of 18 year olds. Stoneyhurst won on boards 1 and 3 and BRGS won on 2 and 4 with an
exemplary performance from Martin Smith.

Although this was in theory a 2-2 draw, because it is a knockout, the result of board 4 is discounted and
the remaining boards count, which meant that BRGS were knocked off.

However, the story is different in the Telstar Knockout. The team was made up of Daniel Bower, Martin
Smith, Simon Coleclough-Worrell and Douglas Argile. We again met Stoneyhurst in the semi-finals: with a win
from Martin and Simon and a draw from Douglas, BRGS went straight through to the final. Again this game is yet
to be played - and, yes - it's against QEGS!

Outside school Daniel Bower has played for the a-team for Lancashire in the United Kingdom County
Championships and Martin Smith and Simon Coleclough- Worrell have played for the C-team.

All in all it has been a very successful year for chess and we hope to do well in the forthcoming years,
with Douglas Argile proving to be a great hope for the future.

Daniel Bower.
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78
Hello! Wel-
come to 7B and
our two form

captains: Lara
Cadney and
Chris Sutcliffe,

plus our two
vice-captains:
Sam Foster and

Jolene Biggs.
We are a cheer-

ful and lively
group. We are a little bit notorious for talking and possibly handing homework
a tiny bit late!

We are an environmentally friendly bunch: Emily Aspin and Lara
Cadney have organised a can-recycling scheme which everybody supports.

Holly Fletcher is captain of the girls' interform netball team and we have
won several games - congratulations to all the girls who are in the team. Rebecca
Parkinson has been trying to put together a girls' football team, but she needs
some more supporters.

James Fulton and David Oldham set up the boys basketball team. We

have played one match and have done a lot of training. Four people from this
class are in the school football team. David Oldham is interested in cricket and

he is in the team, but nobody else in 7B is.
We are a brainy lot because we did well in the interform quiz. The poster

question really tested our memories. Jolene Biggs and company go to PAIS club
where they learn about Christianity. Nicholas Hallsworth and Emma Plant have
orienteered this year. In drama club Vicky Ormston is just starting to rehearse a
Cinderella play.

Sophie Peters and friends joined the choir for a while but only a few are
still singing. We are a musical class (and rightly so with Miss Frazer as a form
teacher) and many instruments are played, including the guitar, clarinet, horn,
saxophone, flute and drums.

We are an artistic lot because we came second in the Christmas decora-

tion competition and some of us went to the sculpture park in Grisdale. Rachael
Lever and Lara Cadney are in the final of the science talk on Marie Curie and the
discovery of radium.

Jolene Biggs helped to organise a form fast in aid of Concern Worldwide,
and she and her friends are doing a sponsored bike ride for Christian Aid. Jolene
has also appeared on Blue Peter with her comet - obviously a star performer!

It just remains to say thank you to our form prefects: Alison Whittaker
and Jenny Bowyer and our form teacher Miss Frazer. We are looking forward to
the year sleepover and activity day and the end of an exciting first year at BRGS.

~
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7R
7R recently
won the inter-

form quiz.
Most of the

pupils enjoy
various sports.
We are a very
loud, rowdy
and funny
form. We all

like having a
laugh with our
friends and
most of us are

totally mental! Naomi is our form captain and Mr. Baird is the best form tutor in the school! Four
girls from our class play netball for the school and many boys play cricket and football. We all
like music, socialising and having fun.

(GemmaEmmerson)

Samantha Rushton: I like cats, rounders and art. I especially like kittens and
puppies. I hate history and geography as well as other
subjects.
I am an intelligent girl and an apple lover. I love the colour
green, hate Geography and French and I always like a
laugh.

I am an intelligent, beautiful twelve-year-old and I play the
cornet.

Jonathan Booth: I am a great footballer.
James Smith: I am twelve and I like computer games.
Alex Hocking: I'm twelve and enjoy a wide variety of sports.
Daniel Robinson: I am great at swimming and love all sports.
Paul Passmore: I love football so much, I eat, drink and sleep football.
Gemma Emmerson: I am the shy, quiet and reserved member of the group.
Naomi Shearon: I am twelve and enjoy roller-balding and shopping.
Racael Parkinson: I enjoy horse-riding, drawing and shopping.
Peter Hargreaves: I like aeroplanes and steam trains.
Michael Masser: I am the captain of the year 7 basketball team.
Katie Parry: I enjoy playing sports, especIally rounders.
Laura Jackson: I'm eleven and enjoy netball.
Jonathan Locke: I'm twelve and enjoy ball games.
Martin Longstaff: I like sport and am good at football.
David Lancaster: I'm eleven and love watching films.
James O'Hara: I'm very small and love to read horror books.
Rory Chamberlain: I'm a professional karter with sponsorship from a very good

team.

I enjoy sports like rollerblading and rugby and am a member
of Bacup Golf Club.

Ruth Syers:

Sarah Maudsley:

Jamie Heaton:
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Luke Postlethwaite: I love countries, especially Lichtenstein.
Michael Smitth: I'm good at computers.
Daniel Robinson: I'm third kya at karate.
lames Hamilton: I'm twelve and I live in Higham, Burnley. I love football and

Newcastle United.

Lots of people think I'm stupidly insane, but I'm not really.
I like drawing a lot.

Claire Godfrey: I like sports and doing things with my friends.
Gemma Rosthorne: I like shopping and many sports including netball, running

and swimming.

Thomas Corke:

7G

78

a 3-wheel-drivin', hip-hop-jivin', 70's throwback.
is blonde, can be funny at times, but can also be a bit naughty.

Mr Brackstone-

~uren Aspinall-
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is a footy fan, says he's the best, supports Burnley. He
always buys sweets at dinner, but he can be funny.
can be funny when she wants to be and can be a rebel at
times.
the boy that can play anything but football.
a school football player, playing mostly in midfield.
she's a mad, card-playing fanatic.
the guitarist with a cheeky grin!
is a very good sports person and a very friendly friend
(tautology !- ed.)

she's the Spice Girl of 7S: Mel B style hair and Mel B style
cheekiness.

is sporty with a very dry sense of humour.
is a mad, dramatic, goal-shooting, crazy-singing, funky-
dancing dillydong.
is a mad, energetic, crazy, fun, dramatic, netball-playing
friend.

enjoys playing football and tries hard at school, is very
funny and popular.

Andrew Hayes- is mad, sporty and quite a funny chap.
Catherine Kennedy- is energetic, dramatic, sporty and is a really close and

bubbly friend to have.
the short one, nicknamed Ickle Mickle. Has blonde
hair and dances when you sing 'Go Mickle, go Mickle."
nicknamed Shaun, because of his short, curly hair.
dark hair with pierced left ear. He's good at playing as a
goal keeper.

Matthew Lye- big feet, big Matthew - big on music.
Stephanie Marlborough-is a mad, funky, singing, dancing, imaginative,

talented person.
is a very confident and funny girl.
we welcome Ryan to planet Earth, he still has some adjust-
ments to make to earth existence, though.
as words fail, there can only be one word: strange.
the form's Bill Oddie.
Simon Farzan Peter witheld Sharifi-Jamali is the class's

own Pugsley with his flat-top hairdo. Known to the 6th
formers as Mafiaman. Will be going into the Guiness Book
of Records for the longest name.
is very clever and likes gerbils and crisps.
is a keen cyclist and enters competitions.
has a loud mouth that speaks nice words.
top brain in 7S - genius at its very best. All hail Turnip!
is a good friend and a brilliant card player.

Matthew Barnes-

Marie Buckley-

Paul Bulman-
Francis Chadwick-
Katie Coaker-

Stephen Crane-
Carey Delaney-

Natalie Elliott-

Greg Farrow-
Jenny Gallagher-

Amy Gibbons-

Mark Hawthorne-

Michael Kershaw-

Ben Lake-

Ben Lang-

Laura McKenna-

Ryan Pearson-

Adam Rhodes-
Luke Roberts-
Simon Sharifi-

Laura Shepherd-
Adrian Taylor-
Sarah Terry-
Adam Turner-
Katie Whittaker-
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7M

Selina Allonby-

Douglas Argile-

Mark Ashworth-

Emily Black-

Kate Bowyer-

Graham Butler-

Sam Charles worth-

Stephanie Cockroft-

Amanda Cooney-

Ben Eacott-
Laura Eastwood-

Matthew Goggins-

Laura Greenwood-

Kirsty Gregory-

~

she sometimes flirts a little and has had quite a few boyfriends
and admirers. She is quite clever and she's going out with a
year nine!
He is the chess genius of the form. He has a great personality
and chooses to do good things. He is a good lad, but we'd find
it easier to like him if he didn't support Chelsea! He's an

important member of the school football team.
Loves Man. U. An all round friend and good guy.
Emily always hands her homework in on time. She is shy and
likes football.

Likes chasing boys, but don't catch her when she's moody,
lads!

Also known as The Poser as he spends most of his time in
front of the mirror. He used to be a bit of a womaniser, but

they have lost interest as he usually said "No." Always likes a
joke and supports LIVERPOOL. As you can see, he's not a
football fan. An all-round good guy really.
Football crazy, football mad and likes girls, but other than that
has a carefree view of the world (also likes doing the bin!).
Stephanie always hands her homework in. She's kind, clever,
supports Blackburn Rovers. She has had a few boyfriends but
remains admired more.

Wackyville's town centre, namely Amanda. She's funny and
friendly - a good person to play a joke on if done in the right
way (don't make her mad though!).
Ben is the king: he's got a brain like Albert Einstein.
has her hair mostly in a French plait and her tie in a swot knot.
Not too big,
Not too small,

But is good with a football.
He always teases Peter M.
And chases round the classroom.

She is a cheeky, but cheerful art lover.
is rarely moody, but can be very quiet. She's helpful and a
good friend to everyone.
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Daniel Halstead-

Ben Hardman-
Adam Harrison-

Oliver Johnson-

Robert Maltby-

Peter Marsden-

Thomas Martin-

Scott Maskell-

Linsey Murray-
Thomas Onley-

Nicola Pilkington-
Sarah Thornton-

Liam Westwood-

James White-

Natalie Williams-

8B

Can be found at the top of Mount Avenue very often and visits
the hairdresser very often - just as often as he visits Mr.
Morris!

He likes the girls in his class and is not ashamed to show it.
He loves Natalie and always talks about her and he's got a lot
of humour.

he's funny, but obsessed with two people in the class (no
names mentioned apart from Natalie and Selina).
Robert is a strange boy who seems to be obsessed with semi-
clothed women! Oo-er! He likes a variety of computer games
including Little Big Adventure - 'nough said.
Peter has a mixed sense of humour. He eats crisps and
Breakaways and likes Star Wars a lot. He says "I know
everything about Star Wars, but not as much as Ben." He likes
computer games and computers.
He is a computer bug and does nearly everything on a Win-
dows program.
A small wierdo who's good at acting cockily and picking a
fight. He's definitely good at skiving. He also looks a bit
wierd with his bowl-cut hairstyle. Top guy really - obsessed
with Men Behaving Badly.
is quiet when she wants to be and is a good friend.
tries to be funny, but usually fails. He's interested in horrible
smells ............

What words can I use but clever and organised.
likes to take control and be boss - sorry your highness, but I'm
sure you'll agree, she's a very good friend.
plays football nearly every break and dinner time. He also
plays in the football team, but isn't as good as Douglas! He
supports he worst team ever. (Manchester United)
is a good sports player with a lot of ability at football, cricket
and BMX/mountain biking. He is also obsessed with his
Playstation.
is naughty but nice. She can be very loud and she loves Adam
Harrison.



BR

Our form teacher is Mr. Stansfield (who likes kebabs!!! - ask Mr. Baird). Our

form prefects are Nicky Bangham and Gemma Walmsley. Our form prefects
last year were Chris Ball and Laura Hallam.

The R in 8R so far seems to be for romance. By the time
our ex-form prefects left it was impossible to separate them!! They are now
engaged. Maybe they caught the lovesickness off our very own Mr. & Mrs.
Passion. Megan Willingham and Peter Wills have, as I'm sure everyone knows,
been going out for over a year.

We have our very own drag queen: MichaellMichelle
McIlhone who dressed up for our Midsummer Night's Dream Production.
Thankfully his twin brother is certainly more self-contained. We also have
another set of identical twins: Matthew and Thomas Surgeon.

Up until Christmas we had another half of a set of identi-
cal twins (there must be something in the water), until she left to join her 'other
half at Alder Grange. Shane Kilgariff has since replaced her.

(LillyCooper& JoannePritchard)

Sayrah Faza:
Chris Cook-Martin:
Michael McIlhone:

Siobhan Robinson:

Laura Jeffrey:
Sofia Khan:
Liza Grimshaw:

Oanielle Carey:

Joanna Pritchard:

My1es Hayden:
Matthew Ward:

~

I am who I am, so I am Sayrah!!! Wow.
I'm thirteen years old and I am very clever - better than Michael.
My name is Michael and when I am older I want to be Michael
McIlhone.
I'm thirteen and everyone loves me because I have my bellybutton
pierced and I have nice hair.
I'm as thick as two short planks!
I'm as short as two thick planks!
I'm the freaky one from Russia.
I support Man. U. but for good reasons: Oavid Beckham and
Ryan Giggs.
I'm the Mary and you're the Rhoda.
I like football, food and Tv. I'll be your best friend!
My favourite sport is street hockey and my favourite food is
curry. The best T V.programme is King of the Hill; I'll be your
best friend.
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Paul McIlhone:

Matthew Surgeon:
Shane Kilgariff:
Thomas Surgeon:

Daniel Bluer:

Chris Smith:

Peter Wills:
Eric Greenwood:

Gareth Bunting:

Claire Taylor:
Gareth Coffey:

Helen Ashworth:

Megan Willingham:
Jenni Winnard:

Kathryn Dungworth:

Lyndsey Spiers:

Sarah White:

Lily Cooper:

I like King of the Hill, The Simpsons, Beavis & Butthead and food.
I'll be your best friend.
I like everything and everyone and I'll be your best friend.
I like watching Friends, playing basket ball and football.
I like watching Friends and I enjoy kicking Shane's rear at
football.

I like to play (attempt to play) basketball. I like to watch the best
show on Tv.: Friends.

I like playing table tennis, football and watching Men Behaving
Badly.
I like football, table tennis and Ben Elton. [whataboutMegan?- ed.]

I like swimming and life saving classes. My favourite Tv.
programme is Friends.
I'm obsessed with Star Trek, love swimming and slides at swim-
ming pools. I like reading Earthsea novels.
I love Leo DiCaprio, listening to music and animals.
I'm thirteen, I love animals, talking, listening and playing the
piano, violin and recorder and listening to music.
My favourite subject is music: I play the flute and like Leonardo
DiCaprio and Nick Carter.
My three favourite things in life are chips, Peter and chocolate.
I'm twelve and my favourite things in life are James, The Verve
and my horse: Shamrock.
I'm thirteen. I like playing the keyboard, netball and watching
Tv.

I watch all the soaps, The Simpsons and Friends. I enjoy bas-
ketball and watching football. I'm addicted to Coke with a lump
of ice cream in it.

I support Man. City, I love football and am addicted to The
Simpsons. Aye Carumba!
I like drama, am in Junior Choir and love reading and chocolate.
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Ode to 8(i
A is for Amy who plays the violin,
A is for Andy who's addicted to gin
And A is for Abby who runs like the wind.
B is for Ben, who always knows best,
C is for the Charlottes, all three of them starlets,

And C is for Chrissy, who isn't a sissy!
G is for Gemma, and the other one too,

And G is for Gary, whose Mum's name is Sue!
J is for Jade with her sun-bleached hair,
J is for James who rocks on his chair.

J is for Joanne, a star in the making,
J is for Jillian who is quite good at baking,
And J is for Johnny whose Dad's now called Ronny!
K is for the Kates, both of them saints.

L is for Lauren, whose auntie is foreign.
M is for the Michaels, Star Trek fans.

M is for Matt who's got really tiny hands.
M is for Michelle, who's mates with Jill.
M is for Mahed who hates the name 'Bill'!
And P is for rete who can't stand the heat!

R is for Robert, whose mum and dad teach,

R is for Roz who plays on the beach.
R is for Rachel who's never, ever ready
And R is for Ryan whose uncle is Freddy.
Finally, U is for Umar who's got a great sense of humar!
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Nightmare Day.

I had a feeling it was going to be a bad day,
It was a very bright morning of May.
The sixth former's were on parade,
Matt was in doubt whether to finish with Jade.

That's the end of our terrible day,
And, please God, make it the last in May.

AdamCheeseman

Mr. Parky was taking registration.
He was giving us some important information -
He shouted: "What's that? Food and drink?

Go and get a cloth from the sink!"

We went to French, so I wasn't keen
To find that the teacher wasn't to be seen.

We should get a teacher after ten minutes,
But we didn't get one after thirty-five minutes!

We went to R.E. and that was OK -

Thank goodness, we are a quarter of the way through the day.
We went to geography with Mrs. Helm next,
She made us do this massive, long test.

Then we went to history,
Now to me this is a mystery!
The Tippex came across from Cath
Which made most of us quickly laugh.

Kim missed it as she was in a muddle.

Then it went splat, right into a puddle!
Mrs. Hudson gave us a big lecture,
At which we were all left to conjecture!
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Well done Jemma, another A-

It might count for something, someday.
Melanie's quiet until on stage,
As Thisbe she'll be the rage.
Emma and Sarah play netball
While their friend Stacey acts the wall.
Jenny's new and is a blast,
What an athlete, she runs dead fast!

AlIen and Kay acting the fool,
Hoyle leans back and plays it cool.
Hessy styles and gels his hair,
But look at Hoyle, he doesn't care!
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Danny Rose is the King of Slam,
When Em is beat, he says: "Oh, damn!"
Jenny Corrin rides for fun,
While Brockett and Stuart hang around with Brun.
Gary Marlow races his cars
While Hayley Cooly tucks into a Mars.
Loma and Laura laugh quite a bit,
And the Germans think McKenna's fit.

Phil's dead strong and can lift a house,
But his friend, Buggy, is scared of a mouse.
Michael can swim as fast as a fish,
And that Ken Masser; a bit of a dish!

Esther and Becky are the best of friends,
While Anna and Stella keep up with the trends.
As for Nick, it's up to you,
And that's all we've got left to do!

(Hayley Bromley, Esther Giddins, Becky Matthews, Ken Masser &
Nick Starkey)

9R

Although
we're not a

great sporting
form, we have

Lucy Molloy
who reached
the National

Netball Finals with the school netball team and Dan Kithan and Chris Hatch who got into the
Lancashire basketball final with the basketball team. Daniel Bower plays the number I board in
the chess team which has finished at the top of the league with QEGS this year and is now look-
ing for victory in the Telford Cup. The girls enjoy shopping, applying make-up and brushing their
hair. The boys enjoy watching the girls as they do this!

Mr. H.:

Charlotte Adams:

Chris Aspinall:

Mr. Curtains himself, the Scouse English teacher is always at the ready
to explain, in great depth, characterisation in Romeo & Juliet - but
remember, the Nurse is a Capulet! [noshe'snot - ed.]

The girl who has had the most boyfriends in year nine (probably!) e.g.
Smurf and she is the body spray queen!
(Sportsman of the Year) Although he's a waster, he has achieved a lot
in his athletic career this year. He has joined a football club and fell over
on the tennis courts in front of the German girl of his dreams and was
covered in dust!

~
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Andrew Bayley:

Daniel Bower:

Louise Cook:

Claire Cullen:

Andrew Cummings:

Chauncy Dawe:

Helen Dawson:

Hannah George:

Sarah Greatrix:

Kate Hayley:
Philip Hargreaves:

Chris Hatch:

Andrew Hemmings:

Lee Howorth:

Ajun Jeyasundurum:

Dan Kithan:

Chris Maltby:

Lauren Mannion:

Rachel Mills:

Lucy Molloy:

Julia Pollard:

Zoe Poole:

Natalie Proctor:

Sean Serridge:

Martin Smith:

~

(Most Messed up Love Relationship). Although being ravishingly
good-looking, never pulls the right girls. Played in the football team, but
had to retire early.
A chess freak in a world of his own and wants to be the next Kasparov.

Swots up work, gets lots of commendations and is a teachers' favourite.
Another contender for messed-up relationship, but Mr. Right can't be far
away.
is funny and kind and has a boyfriend called Daniel. She definitely talks
too much and always stresses her own opinion, but she's a great friend
to have.

This kid has messed up again and again, but has used his wit and humour
to get out of jams. He's messed up his teeth so much, his dentist is sick
of seeing him.
she's funny and she likes Michael Owen. She talks a lot and is the calm,
collected one of the form. She's very down to earth and always there to
talk to.

maintains her reputation for being one of the most smartly presented
members of the class.

Loves Carte D'Or ice cream. She's obsessed with clothes, especially
bras and boob tubes. If she ever asks: "Have I got something on my
face?" always respond with: "Yes, you've got a great big spot blooming
on yer nose!"
She has the second biggest mouth in the form and is always changing her
hair colour. She is obsessed with her nose and likes computer games.

the quiet and enigmatic member of 9R, yet liked by everyone.
loves chess, maths, homework and teachers. What more could we

possibly ask for?
Although Chris's boyish looks have turned him into a popular person
with the girls, Chris has returned to his usual ways and tests his 'pulling'
power on the boys in 9R.
loves football and adores the internet, but never shuts up about women.
Reckons he's hard and would like a football signed by Bury Fe.

A strange boy with a strange mind and a strange sense of humour (well
we don't understand it anyway). Chris Malby is his friend. He's tall and
lanky.
Supports Arsenal Fe. and he's got no muscles. He wears black and
white striped boxers - we know this because he ripped his pants open! !
Dan's boyish good looks have made many girls fall head-over-heels for
him. He's caring and though the bracelet was a nice idea, something
went a bit wrong and he ended up getting dumped. No goals in nine
games for the football team make him a poor forward!
Chris is very, very quiet. His bestest, bestest friend is Lee Howorth. He's
skinny and needs a haircut!!
Possibly the biggest Boyzone freak in the entire world. She goes on
about them all the time and is completely mad.
has the loudest mouth in the world and she's proud of it.
is the foremost netballer in our form and she outshines any other year

nine girl with her athletic abilities.
always knows what she is doing and sorts out the rest of the form. She's
very, very organised, but other times not.
Zoe resembles a beef monster munch and all she ever talks about is how

gorgeous Matt Williams is.
is the official record holder for having the curliest hair in the universe.
She has fallen over more than 10,000 times in six weeks and has over
8461 scabs on her knees.

the form's friendly guy whose hobbies include chair throwing, chasing
innocent first-years and annoying Mr. Ward. His environmental cares
are compromised as he throws slices of pepperoni pizza across the room.
A friendly person who is good at chess, talks a lot, has a crude sense of
humour and is very messy.
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Charlotte Walsh:

Lucy Whittaker:

9G

has recently gained an award for fancying the most boys. She also owns
the smallest feet in the world and wears the most eyeliner.
She never stops smiling and she's obsessed with her hair. She loves to
wear yellow glasses - just like Boyzone do! Completely crazy!

Another morning, another registration Rachel Whittaker, John Syers or Lindsay Simms, depending
on the weather, collect the register, while Philip Dwyer tries to extract the previous night's homework from
unwilling contributors. Nicola Newton, Dominic Butler and friends bring in their German exchange visitors
who are staying in Rossendale and visiting exciting places such as Wigan Pier and Liverpool Docks (highly rec-
ommended - ed.).

Three boys: Nick Crowney, Philip Dwyer and Matt Pinner think fondly of their trip to Spain where they
took part in a football tournament and polished up their knowledge of Spanish culture. Emily O'Connor and
Rachel Whittaker spent a weekend in Ipswich as part of the National Schools' Netball Competition where they
came second in the country, the best in Lancashire!

Jenny Walsh and John Syers will never forget their educational holiday in the Mediterranean because it
was 'The Cruise from Hell'. The whole class spent a whole day at the Liverpool Maritime Museum in an effort
to improve their history and geography, but with mixed success.

On a more artistic note, the class' theatre trip to the Grand Theatre in Blackpool to see Romeo and Juliet
helped in our English SATs and will ensure their victory in the year nine drama competition (is that so - ed.)
where they will do their own version. Noel Bowen played his euphonium in the Spring Concert and the school
assembly the next day. Philip Dwyer joined him on the tuba and they played superbly. Alisdair opted out of
playing the saxophone due to unknown circumstances!!! (Skived) Nicola Newton can't wait for summer as she
has been accepted into the Sylvia Young Theatre School in London as a result of her dancing skills. Dominic
Butler can also take credit for his performance in Crash Norman at Whitworth Civic Hall recently.

Finally, after their successful year, we would like to thank our prefect, Naomi and our form tutor, Mr.
Collins for his patience and tolerance of such a quiet and studious class!
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Mr. Fuller:

Lauren Ashworth:

Thomas Chadwick:
Louise Daniels:
John Dickinson:

Hayley Grimshaw:

Pamela Hawke:

~

He's the best form teacher we have ever had, but likes flying an
open-topped Concorde before arriving at school. His evil
grin scares most, but we see beyond the bicycle man joke!
She was once seen trying to fish on a frozen lake whilst
eating country pancakes and wearing nothing but a scarf.
likes sport and he says each of his freckles represents a star.
she likes to eat pens and she is very small.
Always a one with the ladies - especially those a year or five
younger than him.
the girl who likes to go round school without any trousers
on!

quiet, hard-working Pamela comes top of the class - credit
for which must go to Daniel Ruddick next to whom shesat
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in her English classes at the start of the year.
Jenny Heaton: is very LOUD! Loves netball and is the centre of the crowd.
Elizabeth Henson: Tries hard at school and is usually quiet. She is very cheerful

and friendly.
He's the Guinness Book of Records. Extraordinary man
(also a tad scary).
Is often a dreamer and has wild fantasies about maths

lessons - and disappears in music lessons.
the most gorgeous, talented, witty, intelligent, pleasant,
polite and funny lad in the form - no make that year [I think
you lookedunderantonymsby mistake- ed.]
Never seen in anything that's not a designer label. Also good
at netball.

Always the quiet one, until it comes to the call of nature: he's
a bit wild around farm animals.

Is very artistic and fantasizes about drawing Robert Beefy!
Occupation: Trainee nun. Enjoys eating, sleeping,
coming to school and joining in on her learn how to talk
lessons. She is doing OK., but as of yet I am waiting for
her first word. (She loves horses).
is Mr. Sly - always up to something.
is happy and always very cheerful.
likes computers, is quiet, shy and a kinda silent guy.
There is only one word to sum up Lynzee; she's alright.
Keeps himself to himself. Organised, intelligent and
helps me with my technology, but it's still rubbish.

Shaun Munro: is huge - he eats his meal. He also has big buns of steel.
Richard Ormerod: Unfortunately I can't say much about Rick as I can hardly

ever see him (unless I have a magnifying glass) and even
then I can't hear him!

is Mr. Cocky - unfortunately for him he likes to be cocky
towards teachers.

has a coat in the style of a duffel. He also loves to snuf-
fle for truffles.

is quiet and never causes a riot.
is quiet and shy, but great with a keyboard.
is loud, but down to earth. She loves her music and her

sport, but always has time to talk.
is very witty and has a nice coat. She is very sociable
and loves doing what she's not allowed to do ... I won't
reveal the secrets.

is very nice and kind. She enjoys playing her flute and
enjoys school. She has a natural talent at being good in
school.

Lindsey Whitelegg: is extremely gullible: she believed that the Channel
Tunnel went through water, that a hamster and a
rabbit had bred together creating a hambit and that there
were 32 days in March. Although she is gullible, clumsy
and stupid she is loved by everybody.
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David Hoyle:

Suzanne Kay:

Darryl Keane:

Janine Kelly:

Graeme King:

Holly Last:
Sarah Law:

Martyn Lester:
Helen Leyland:
Step hen Lord:
Lynzee McShea
Chris Moylan:

Daniel Ruddick:

Michael Smith:

Beci Stephenson:
David Taylor:
Jayne Terry:

Rachel Walsh:

Elizabeth White:
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In interform basketball, IOR dominated the year with three
very strong players: Mark Ashton, Jon Burgess and Tim Bateson, and we won
the competition.
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rrheMr. Men & Littfe Misses of 10S.
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Elizabeth Allsop - Little Miss Giggly.
Sarah Baison - Little Miss Blonde Bits

Jolene Cad well - Little Miss Jelly Tot.
Becky Clayton - Little Miss Sporty.
Tammy Gill - Little Miss Hanson

Louise Helliwell - Little Miss Organism.
Alexis Knight - Little Miss Poorlysick.
Georgina Kwaszenko - Little Miss Blur.
Kelly Mason - Little Miss Noisy.
Laura McDonald - Liitle Miss "Oh! Behave!"
Sarah Niland - Little Miss Bubbles

Adele Nugent - Little Miss Red or Dead.
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Hannah Smith - Little Miss Cutie-woo.
Lucinda Rawstron - Little Miss Bookworm.

Chris Clement - Mr. Quiet.
Mark Sutton - Mr. Bury Supporter.
Andy Sheffield - Mr. Austin Powers.

Dave Sheffield - Mr. Ice Hockey.
Leigh Smith - Mr. Internet.
Christian Moores - Mr. Quiff.
Michael Dewar - Mr. Clever.

Ben Fisher - Mr. Fringe.
Andy McGrogan - Mr. "Yeah, but, Sir ..."
Ian Goodwin - Mr. Foot-

ball.

lames Dalgleish - Mr. Tall.
Ste Stiles - Mr. Bleach

Bottle.
Michael Winnick - Mr. Small.
Chris Turner - Mr. Elec-

tronics.

Mr. Brainy.Mehran laveed.-

Alex Hillel - Mr.
Wouldn't-
like-to-
meet-hi m-
in-a-dark-

alleyway!
(Written by the Girls of IOS)
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III Sixth ~~..11!~ e~,,~..,slll
We say goodbye to the Class of '98 and wish them the best of luck for the future. Sixth formers
and staff all had a great time at the Leavers' Meal held at the Dunkenhalgh Hotel on the 19th
May. Congratulations must go to all those who organised the evening, especially Danny
Crowley. The following piece was on the front page of the Free Press.

I
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Fancy end
to the
happiest of
tintes...

..
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Tears were shed when the

bee, the tiger and Little Weed
said their farewells to each

. other.
And one or two other bunnies

were not very happy either as
sixth formers at Bacup and

Rawtenstall Grammar School finished term with their traditional fancy dress bash.
Next stop for the students is a serious bit of cramming before their A-level

exams and then hopefully a university career.
The students - a number pictured here - enjoyed a buffet and handed out their

end-of-term alternative awards before confessing to various sins throughout the year.
Mr. Trevor Elkington, BRGS Head of Sixth Form said: "They have been an

absolutely wonderful year group, very open and friendly. Many were quite upset on the final day."
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We arrived in the dead of night after a few map-reading ~
errors by Mr. Hawarth! only to find the barn we were staying in was actual- ~
ly a mud hut from pre-historic times. When we established that we were ~ -

sleeping, cooking and eating in the one and only room we played a game. ~
This was such a good idea as we could see who was on whose team - honest! ~

When we decided it was time to go to sleep, after gentle ~
persuasion from the teachers, we found that Denis snored rather loudly. We \ .J

got very little sleep that night. ~
We were told6~e had to get up at 630am, hut hy 8,OOam ~ ~

A group of year 10 and 11 students recently went to the
Lakes on a walking and climbing weekend. This is an account of what hap-
pened.
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we were ... still asleep. We finally got up and set off for our day of walking. We climbed

Helvellyn to finq the top was covered in snow. So, on the way down Mr. Gray, Miss
Barker and a few others found a unique method of transport - sledging without a sledge!
Then Mr. Gray had the better idea of using a plastic bag to go faster! So a competition
was held between them all - who won we will never know.

That evening, Mr. Gray thought it was a good idea to have a sing-
song around the campfire, it was, of course, a solo performance.

The following day we had the task of making the hut look like it did
when we found it. This wasn't very difficult.

Later, some of us went walking and the rest of us went scrambling
up river complete with waterfalls. This was a wet option, more wet for some than others,
especially those who decided to go for a swim!

The weekend was enjoyed by all- especially Denis who got the most
sleep! Following this weekend, Mr. Hawarth established the climbing club and we go
climbing once a week after school. This is open to the upper school and people of all abil-
ities. Look on the notice board along the basement corridor for details.

(Rhyannon Hedworth & Jacqueline Wright)
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As well as losing Miss Pretty, we

also say a sad goodbye at the end of this term to Mr.
Hedworth who is off to QEGS where he is to be
chaplain. We will miss his presence in school as a friend-
ly face and someone who is always willing to listen. He
will leave a hard gap to fill, especially with his assemblies
which we all enjoyed. We all wish him the very best for
the future and thank him for his time at BRGS. We also say
goodbye to Mr. 'Kebab' Stansfield who is off to
Birmingham - goo luck for the future.
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Congratulations are due to Mrs.

Chapman who gave birth to a baby girl earlier this year and
we look forward to her return in September.

Welcome also to Amy, Mr. Piggott's
new daughter born on Ist June.

9\[ew S ubiects:-'
September sees the introduction of a

new A-level at BRGS: Theatre Studies. This has proved
to be a popular new A-level and we hope to see BRGS
expanding its dramatic horizons.
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:JL M. (1997 -1997)

We edge nearer the date where it took place.
Memories return, you'd rather forget.
The pain can be seen in their faces,
They are trying to hide it, but it's set.
In labour for hours, it seemed to drag on,
Until slowly it all came to a head.
Pushing faster for their daughter or son,
Doctors and nurses darting round her bed.
Silent, no screaming of joy or pain,
Still, no movement or breathing. She just lay.
Picked up and rushed away without being given her naJlle.
Her parents numb as they sit there and pray.

Choked by her cord. Choked by our tears.
Photos, handprints. They won't grow old with years.

Claire Griffiths 12JH

A
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